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LBL turns to public for direction
TVA seeking self-sufficiency
develop a plan for LBL's future."
LBL was established in 1963 by an executive
order signed by President John F. Kennedy with a
mission "to manage the resources...for optimum
yield of outdoor recreation and environmental education for the American people..."
"This mission has served us well for 32 years of
LBL's existence," Wright said. "Although the mission won't change, the financing of LBL must
change."
According to information provided in a TVA
publication, TVA Chairman Craven Crowell has
asked LBL staff members to find ways to be self
sufficient in five years.

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE/LsKige. & Times photo

Group members concentrate on their responses to four questions during Tuesday's meeting held to
obtain input regarding the future use of Land Between the Lakes. The meeting, which was held at Murray
State University, is the first of four scheduled as LBL begins the 18-month public use plan project.

In a time when Congressional appropriations are
questionable, officials at Tennessee Valley
Authority's Land Between the Lakes are turning to
the private sector for assistance.
About 40 people attended a meeting held Tuesday at Murray State University, the first of four
"scoping" meetings regarding a public planning
effort by LBL.
The meeting was geared so that people could
provide answers to the following questions:
*What public uses for outdoor recreation and
environmental education should LBL provide?
•What alternative financing options should
TVA consider to provide public uses at LBL?
•What alternative management options should
TVA consider to provide public uses at LBL?
*What social or economic impact or other factors should be considered?
"We have never had a comprehensive plan
before," said Ann Wright, LBL general manager.
"Qur intent and purpose is to identify issues, conderails and considerations we need to have as we

Calloway crops hit top 10
By E.L GOLD
Staff Writer
Calloway County grain farmers
recorded a successful year in
1994, ranking among the top 10
Kentucky counties in production
of wheat and corn in 1994 and
within the top 15 in soybean
production.
According to figures released
recently by the Kentucky Agricultural Statistics Service, farmers in Calloway County produced 1.3 million bushels of
wheat to place the county fifth in
the state and harvested 4.6 million bushels of corn, which was
10th among Kentucky counties.
Morris Bitzer, grain crops
extension specialist with the Uni-

versity of Kentucky, said Calloway County was responsible for
1.4 million bushels of soybean
production, ranking the county
14th in the state.
Production figures for tobacco,
the state's leading cash crop, will
not be available until final auction totals are in, according to
Steve Alcott, district conservation
officer for the Natural Resources
Conservation Service. However,
he said Calloway County tobacco
growers had more than 1,900
acres in production in 1994.
Christian County led the state
in wheat production with 3.1 million bushels. Union County led in
corn, with 11.3 million bushels,
and Daviess County led in soy-

beans, with 3.3 million bushels.
Western Kentucky counties led
in grain production. The top 10
producing counties in wheat, corn
and soybeans were all in the
western part of the state.
Three western Kentucky counties, Daviess, Henderson and
Union, produced 20 percent of
Kentucky's 1994 corn crop.
Alcoa said Calloway farmers
raised 40,000 acres of corn,
40,000 acres of soybeans and
2,800 acres of small grains, most
of which were wheat, in 1994.
Including about 15,000 acres
that were in the soil conservation
program, approximately 110,000
acres of farmland in. Calloway
County were dedicated to crop

production.
Statewide, the 1994 crop year
ranked just behind the recordsetting year of 1992, according to
the statistics service.
Kentucky farmers produced
25.2 million bushels of wheat,
156.2 million of corn and 42.9
million bushels of soybeans last
year.
Average yields were also high
in 1994. The statewide soybean
average was 38 bushels per acre,
equaling the 1992 record. Calloway County fields produced an
average of 39 bushels per acre.
The top soybean yields in the
state were found in Union CounMI See Page 2

As a result, LBL officials are planning to
increase income 30 percent for 1995 despite eliminating or modifying some facilities and programs.
Budget cuts in 1994 resulted in the closing of
two information station, the Youth Station and
several basic service camping areas.
In addition, a cut in operations funding yielded
a 75 percent reduction in management and over• See Page 2

Forgy prepares his
campaign media blitz
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Republican gubernatorial cardulate
Larry Forgy picks some statistics from a legislative study to back
up his claim that Kentucky taxes its people and companies too
much.
In the first commercials of the primary season, Forgy says his
campaign is about "lower taxes and less government."
Porgy charges Kentucky has the highest personal income tax in
the country, on average, and the fourth highest corporate tax rate.
"On top of that we've got a 6 percent sales tax. Fuel tax, pension, provider, property, intangible, inheritance tax. And there's
more. Too much more."
The statistics Forgy uses are open to some interpretation.
Porgy cites a study by the Legislative Research Commission that
uses income tax rates, per capita income and a theoretical model
for a national tax structure based on 1991 figures.
The study found Kentucky was 30th among the states in sales tax
and 44th in property taxes. Its total state tax package ranked 17th
among the states.
See Page 2

House committee
passes GOP cuts
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The biggest tax
cut legislation in more than a decade is moving swiftly toward the House floor after Ways
and Means Committee Democrats abruptly
gave up offering amendments to a bill they
said would bankrupt the nation.
The Republican tax plan, including a
$50n-child tax credit and a capital gains tax
reduction, was approved by the committee by
a party-line 21-14 vote Tuesday. The vote
came after Democrats, beaten on one amendment to limit the tax cuts to five years, withdrew all further efforts to change what they
said was an intrinsically defective bill.
Debate, which had been expected to go on
for three days and nights, ended after six
hours.
Committee Chairman Bill Archer, R-Texas,
welcomed the quick vote as yet another
triumph for the House GOP's "Contract With
America."
But the Democratic resistance signaled the
tough road ahead for the bill, which has
engendered little enthusiasm in the Senate and
is likely to face a presidential veto if it passes
Congress in its present form.
The bill goes to the Rules Committee,
which will decide if a Democratic plan will

also be considered on the House floor. Both
President Clinton and House Minority Leader
Dick Gephardt, D-Mo., have offered more
modest proposals.
Archer said the bill could reach the floor in
several weeks, but there might be some delay
as the Republican leadership works out how
to make up revenues lost from the tax cut.
The Treasury Department estimates the tax
cuts would cost the Treasury $189 billion
over five years and $630 billion over the next
10. "Make no mistake about it," Archer said,
"there will be spending offsets for every dollar of tax reductions."
Democrats resisted voting on tax cuts
before it is clear how they will be paid for.
They also warned that the government needs
to cut spending by $1.2 trillion to balance the
budget by 2002, the Republicans' goal, and
the tax cut would only compound pressures to
slash programs for the poor and the elderly.
"We want to reduce the deficit, and everything else gets us off track. We decided to
stay on track," Gibbons said in explaining the
Democratic decision not to offer amendments.
The parties were also split over who would
be the main beneficiaries of the tax cut.
Archer said 76 percent of the tax breaks
IN See Page 2
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TAKING A LOOK: Students from Calloway County High School got a close-up look Tuesday at farm equipment and products thanks to exhibits sponsored by the Kentucky Farm Bureau that were on display at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. The exhibits demonstrated the impact agriculture has on Calloway
County.
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III GOP...

scot"

FROM PAGE 1

GRILL

would go directly to American
families and the reduction in capital gains taxes would lead to an
economic upsurge from new jobs
and investment.
He said the GOP package
would reduce the taxes of households earning $30,000 to
$100,000 by 4 percent or more
while providing households earning more than $200,000 with a

VOWS
— —GRILL=- -1 I. a

•

They noted that the poorest
families would receive no bene-

fits because the $500-a-child credit does not apply to those who
do not earn enough to pay income taxes.
The GOB tax proposal's centerpiece is the tax credit for each
child under 18. Republicans also
want to reduce the marriage penalty, which causes many twosalary couples to pay higher taxes
than if they were single, with a
Credit of up to $145.

The bill would halve the tax on
capital gains from selling real
estate, securities and other assets;
expand tax breaks for Individual
Retirement Accounts; liberalize
depreciation for business investment in new plant and equipment; and create new credits to
encourage families to adopt
children and to care for elderly
and disabled family members at
home.

Forgy reads the 'text of the
60-second commercial.
"My message to the citizens of
Kentucky is one of lower taxes
and less government. Period,"
Forgy says.
In an accompanying release
Tuesday, Forgy said that for 24
years the "professional politicians in Frankfort" have offered

mismanagement, high taxes and
"the arrogance of an entrenched
political class."
The release may call into question Forgy's own role in government and taxation when Kentucky last had a Republican governor,
Louie Nunn, from 1967 to 1971.
Nunn promoted and won passage
of a two-cent increase in the sales

tax in order to balance a fiscally
teetering government.
What became known as
"Nunn's nickel," effectively
ended Nunn's career in elective
politics, even though he ran for
office thereafter.

However, officials have
already made plans to increase
income for 1995 by 30 percent by
increasing fees, adding new services, conducting fundraisers and
considering leasing arrangements
of LBL facilities to private or
public partners.
Although the scoping meetings
are set up to foster ideas for public use, officials discourage discussion of ideas based on merit at
this stage of the process.
"By November, we hope to
have a draft plan," Christensen
said. "Then, we hope to have a
final plan by October 1996."
The scoping meetings are set
up so that people are broken into
small groups to list their
responses to the questions and
then are brought back together to
provide a summary of the
responses.
Because the suggestions were
not evaluated and discussed, it
was common for opposing ideas
to be found on the lists.
Some people agreed that an
entrance fee should be charged
while others said that free access
is important.
"I think LBL should go into
business and open stores at either
end to sell picnic supplies," one'

participant said. "That way the
businesses would be LBL's and
so would the revenue."
Another person suggested that
LBL remain free of
commercialization.
"LBL should stay like it is,"
she said. "Let the outside stores
provide what is needed. I hate to
spoil the kind of place that LBL
is."
When making management
suggestions, some residents suggested turning LBL over to the
private sector, staying with TVA
or building partnerships with
communities.
However, the scoping process
left some participants feeling
frustrated.
"I understand that LBL is supposed to be 80 percent self sufficient," said Larry Doyle, who
was a forester at LBL from 1969
to 1994. "My unde tanding is
that the national par'ks aren't
even 60 percent self sufficient.

This is mission impossible."
In fact, during his group session, Doyle said that the only
way LBL can become self sufficient is to put in a gambling casino and sell alcohol, which drew
chuckles from both himself and
the other participants.
"I think we ought to lobby
Congress to fund the appropriations at the same percentage rate
as other national recreation areas
are funded," he said.
Anyone wanting to provide
input about LBL's public use
plan can attend any of the other
three meetings or call
1-800-LBL-7077.

2.9 percent cut.
Democrats, citing Treasury
estimates, said 20 percent of the
benefits would go to just 1 percent of Americas families earning nearly $350,000 or more a
year, and that 64 percent of the
gains would go to those families
earning more than $79,000
annually.
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Forgy...

Treat yourself
to lunch or
dinner during
Spring Break.

FROM PAGE 1
But the LRC study noted that
while state taxes were high in
Kentucky, local taxes were relatively low.
When state and local taxes
were combined, Kentucky ranked
38th in the burden it placed on its
citizens, the study said.

•LBL...
FROM PAGE 1
head costs and about a 30 percent
reduction in total staffing.
Because federal appropriations
comprise 70 percent of LBL's
budget, officials are concerned
what the future will hold.
Tom Christensen, who is heading the public use plan project,
acknowledged that Congress
could even vote to reduce funds
that have been appropriated for
1995 — aside from reducing the
1996 appropriations.
"The appropriation issue is
something we have to be concerned with," he said.

• SCHOOLS OUT • PLENTY OF PARKING • FAST SERVICE
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS • NO WAITING
JUST GOOD FOOD • TAKE OUT - 753-1116

Come try our prime rib on Fri. & Sat. night.
€ CO ILI Fp I:0 NI
Valid Friday, March 10 thru
Friday, March 17
BUY ONE DINNER ENTREE,
GET 2ND 1/2 PRICE

PRICE
PLEASE PRESENT TO CASHIER

Forgy, then 27 years old, was
Nunn's budget director.

•Crops...

EQUAL OR
LESSER VALUE

FROM PAGE 1
ty, where farmers harvested' an
average of 45 bushels per acre.
Total soybean production was
up 13 percent from 1993.
Information also provided by
the Associated Press.

I 5th & Olive Blvd. — Murray, Kentucky
Monday thru Saturday — 10 a.m. — 10 p.m.
Closed Sunday

You're Head
for r an
Inst Win!

Other scoping meetings have
been scheduled for March 16 at
the Information Age Park in
Paducah; March 21 at Austin
Peay State University in Clarksville, Tenn.; and March 23 at
Hopkinsville Community College
in Hopkinsville.
4
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Recent Area Winners:
Ralph Rowe Ber,..ar -$1.000 LOTTO KENTUCKY

The Kentucky
Network

PeoplesBank

Anthony Ramage Burna-$5.000 POIKRBALL
Gerald Duncan, Murray -$5.000 PICK4

The Hometown Bank

Horace Harper Paducah-$A 000 HIGH ROLLER
Herman Meyers. Sin Nand -SUDO POWERBALL

MURRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC

Kentucky Lottery
Scratch-Off Tickets
Pay Out An Average
$3.4 Million Each Week!
So Stop Bv Your Favorite Lottery
Retailer Today You Could Be
Headed For An Instant Win!

Rosetta Onan, Paducah-$1.000 LOTTO KY
Albert Byrd Murray -12 700 PICK 4
Beton-$1.000 LOTTO KY
Connie
David Lewis Anngo-$t 000 CASH SURPRIZE
Ronald Cummins. Paducah,- MO PICK 3

MAIN OFFICE,STI-I& MAIN • NORTH BRANCH,12Th &CHESTNUT
SOUTH BRANCH,12TH & STORY • MSU TELLER MACHINE,CURRIS CENTER
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Legislators vie over foreign aid
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — Sen.
Jesse Helms has given over his
usual political straight arms and
rhetorical grenades for work
behind the scenes to ensure that
his plan to overhaul U.S. foreign
aid garners support.
As chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee,
Helms is on the verge of introducing a two-pronged plan to do
the first overhaul of U.S. foreign
aid in more than 30 years and to
restructure the government agencies that dispense it.
Helms and his aides have been
briefing key foreign policy players, and he has gained support for
his plan from Majority Leader
Robert Dole and other Republican leaders.
"It's picking up support right
and left," Helms told The News
& Observer of Raleigh during a
recent interview in Washington.
"I've been spending two or three
hours every day, working with
different groups and showing
them exactly what we have in
mind."

an important voice in deciding
how and where U.S. money gets
spent overseas. Soon after the
Republican takeover of Congress
in the Nov. 8 elections, he began
to promote his own plan for cutting foreign aid.
In early December, McConnell
released a detailed outline of his
plan. When reporters and congressional aides began to wonder
whether he was launching a preemptive strike at Helms, McConnell rushed to assure them that
challenging the Tar Heel senator
was the furthest thing from his
mind.

Aides to Helms say the plan
has two stages: First, he will
introduce legislation to revamp
the State Department, abolishing
a handful of Cold War-era agencies that have operated independently and consolidating their
responsibilities within the
department.
Helms then will release a
major bill that completely
rewrites the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1961, the massive omnibus measure that has guided U.S.
aid abroad since before the Cuba
missile crisis.
But Helms has competitors in
his drive to change the way the
United States runs its relations
with other countries.
Helms' chief rival is a senator
from his own party. That rival,
Mitch McConnell of Kentucky,
has enlisted two other Republican
senators — including a member
of Helms' committee — in his
cause.

But on Feb. 15, McConnell
introduced an enormous bill —
85 pages — on foreign aid. Veteran insiders on Capitol Hill say
the bill goes beyond his mandate
as head of an appropriations
panel and can be interpreted only
as a challenge to Helms.
"He went out of his way to
stick a finger in Jesse's eye,"
said a former aide to a Democratic senator.
Just as remarkably, McConnell

As the new chairman of a key
appropriations subcommittee on
foreign operations, McConnell is

reached out and persuaded a
Republican senator on Helms'
committee, Paul Coverdell, to cosponsor his bill. And he got the
chairman of another powerful
panel — Alfonse D'Amato, who
heads the Banking Committee —
to sign on.
Coverdell signed McConnell's
bill as part of a deal in which
McConnell agreed to protect the
Peace Corps, which Coverdell
once directed, according to a
Republican source.
McConnell declined to comment, and D'Amato did not
respond to interview requests.
Helms and his aides have been
reluctant to criticize McConnell.,
openly.
"Mitch McConnell is entitled
to do whatever he wants to do,"
Helms said.
Beyond the relationship
between the two senators, the
jockeying shows the difficulties
Helms might encounter as he
auempts to steer his two bills out
of committee, through he Senate,
on to the House, and from there
to the White House for President
Clinton's signature.

Children under 2 can face higher risk
CHICAGO (AP) — A leading
cause of childhood earaches,
pneumonia and meningitis is 36
times more likely to strike children under 2 in large day-care centers than those kept at home, Finnish researchers say.
The risk of bacterial infection
is much less in smaller, family
day-care centers, but still 4.4
times greater than at home, the
researchers said in today's issue
of The Journal of the American
Medical Association.
The bacteria, streptococcus
pneumoniae, are common even in
healthy children. Experts speculated that the risk of infection
increases when more youngsters
are thrown together.
For now, there may be little
that parents and day-care centers
can do to protect children, said
Dr. P. Joan Chesney, professor of
pediatrics at the University of
Tennessee at Memphis and a

member of the American
Academy of Pediatrics' infectious
diseases committee.

pneumococcal disease, he said.
Pneumococcal germs live in
the noses of 10 percent to 30 percent of younger toddlers. In only
a small percentage of children do
the germs invade the middle ears,
lungs, brain lining or blood and
cause illness, Chesney said.

But Chesney emphasized that
pneumococcal infections do not
sweep through day-care centers.
"This is not a panic situation,"
she said Tuesday.

The Finnish study, led by Dr.
Aino K. Takala of the National
Public Health Institute in Helsinki, Finland, compared 149
youngsters with pneumococcal
disease to 284 similar healthy
children.

Still, a parent whose child has
frequent ear infections and
attends a large day-care center
may want to move the child to
family day care — one in a private home with fewer than six
children, said Dr. Ben Schwartz,
an epidemiologist with the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.

vaccine effective in those children is being tested and could be
available in two to three years,
Chesney said.
Pneumococcal bacteria cause
one-third to one-half of all U.S.
cases of middle ear inflammation,
Schwartz said. Middle ear inflammation prompted 24.5 million
visits to doctors' offices- in 1990,
the most recent year for which a
figure is available, he said.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Researchers in the United
Stites reported similar findings at
a conference last fall, Chesney
said.
The current pneumococcal vaccine doesn't work on children
under 2, the main sufferers of
pneumococcal infections. A new

Breast feeding, good hygiene
and keeping children away from
cigarette smoke are the only other
ways to try to head off childhood
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FISH & FRIES
$1.99
Two batter-dipped fish filets,
fries and hushpuppies.
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make your life easier
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Call Return.

Calls back the number you missed, automatically. Don't you hate it when you rush or the phone ai • •
calier hangs up lust as You answer it7 With cali Return. you, a.•
have to rush for the phone again lust press * 6 9 ‘‘il, •
you're ready. and your phone dials the number LI t'ne as: a
who called you

Repeat Dialing.

Let your phone work, not you. lOu du d
and its busy—time alter time With Repeat Dialing. -ust
and go do whatever you like Your l'H‘,11( iut ,
press -2. C-61,
mancally checks the busy number every minute tor tne rem hali
hour When the line is open. your phone lets WU kn"a wit:
special nng.

Call Tracing.

Take action against annoying or obscene calls.
Haw iu ever had an annomg call at 3.00 a m Didn t you wish_
ou could do something about it' Now you can' With Call
simply press JI1r'•Fi the moment you hang up. When you di
the number of the penon who has lust called you and the rime ot the
trace are sent to a Si)uth Central Bell office Then you can notify
South Central Bell of the nme and date you used Call Tracing and as'i.
us to take appropriate actron The ac non we take vanes. so ask ti,r
details Oilu will not receive the number being traced
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Harsh words
echoing from
Congress and
across land
By DAVID BRISCOE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The speaker of the House calls a senator a liar. A veteran senator accuses the majority leader of "sleazy,
tawdry" tactics. A congressman is silenced for badmouthing the
president.
The level of personal attack and strong language have escalated
in Washington, in state legislatures and over the chatter-filled
national airwaves since the November elections.
The tough talk comes from both sides, as the shift of power
midstream in President Clinton's term ignites verbal fires across
the land. The defiance of traditional civility in congressional debate
is echoed in calls to more than 1,000 radio talk shows and in confrontations on scores of public participation TV shows.
The swell of angry words outside Washington often is traced to
the success of conservative talk show host Rush Limbaugh, one of
Clinton's loudest critic.
Limbaugh has a nationally syndicated TV show and banters with
callers on a daily radio program broadcast on more than 650 stations. His enemies are labeled "environmental wackos," "feminazis," "commie libs."
Some Republicans credit Limbaugh for part of their victories in
November, during which voters gave the GOP control of Congress
and 33 state governorships.
Democratic strategist Paul Begala, in a television interview,
accused Limbaugh of using ridicule and vilification "to demonize
and delegitimize his political opponents."
Nastier talk than Limbaugh's got J. Paul Emerson of San Francisco's radio station KSFO fired last month. Emerson called
homosexuals "sick" and "pathetic" and espoused the unproven
claim that sneezing spreads AIDS. Earlier, another station booted
him for referring to "stinking Japanese" on the air.
Some of the most violent confrontations are on television, where
the issues are more often sexual than political. A flock of new TV
talk shows, and some that have been around for years, feature a
good dose of yelling, bleeped-out profanity and sometimes open
combat among guests and studio audiences.
While Capitol Hill has not quite reached this level of dialogue,
polite conversa:::n and courtesy have faded, particularly in the
debate over thz House GOP's "Contract With America."
It reached a crescendo when Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole,
as part of his unsuccessful strategy to cajole a House-passed
balanced budget amendment through the Senate, at one point temporarily postponed a promised vote.
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., a stickler on Senate protocol,
accused Dole of "a sleazy, tawdry effort."
Dole retorted by suggesting Byrd's outburst violated Senate rules
against "conduct or motive unworthy or unbecoming to another
senator."
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., entered the fray by labeling Democratic Sen. Dianne Feinstein a liar for telling voters she
favored a balanced budget and then voting against it.
Gingrich is credited with increasing the octane of congressional
debate in his feverish efforts to meet a self-imposed 100-day deadline for voting on the Republican "contract" agenda.
But he has denied the sharpest remark attributed to him — his
mother's assertion in a CBS-TV interview in January that he called
first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton "a bitch."
Some of the strongest words in House debate have come from
Rep. Bob Dornan, R-Calif., who was gagged for a day by his own
party leaders after he accused Clinton of giving "aid and comfort
to the enemy in Hanoi" as a student antiwar protester. Donlan,
considering a presidential run, brought cheers when he later read
his censured remarks to a conservative gathering.
"The House, these days, is no place for a mother to be,"
observed Cokie Roberts, the ABC-TV reporter who previously covered Congress for National Public Radio. "It is bad behavior on the
part of the children."
With legislative majorities switching or narrowing across the
country, Congress isn't the only political forum where the4rhetoric
boils over.
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"We're simply ventilating." said Donal Carbaugh, University of
Massachusetts communications professor, assessing the namecalling and angry words. "Nobody really believes they're going to
accomplish something with regard to the issue."

•

EDITOR'S NOTE — David Briscoe covers national and
international affairs for The Associated Press.
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The "morning hour" of traditionally genteel speeches in the Virginia General Assembly turned into what The Washington Post
labeled "the witching hour," with labels of "liar," "thief," "fat
cats" and "dictators" thrown about by lawmakers and Republican
Gov. George Allen.
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Whenever there is a historic
change in the way government
operates -- whether it's education
reform or campaign-finance reform
-- there is an inevitable shake-out
period. Lawmakers can't look
ahead to every contingency, every
variation and complication when
major reform laws are drafted.
It has been that way with the
Education Reform Act. It will be
that way this year with Kentucky's
initiation into campaign-finance reform.
Already we are seeing in one
campaign for governor a loophole
in the new campaign-finance law
that the General Assembly should
close next year.
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton, shrewd
FasrPrn Kentuckian that he is, figured out long ago apparently that
when there are sharp spending limits on a campaign, the more purely
volunteer work you can get out of
people the more money will be
available late in the campaign for
expensive media advertising.
Thus, Patton's campaign for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination has only a very few paid staff
mem5ers. Andrew "Skipper" Martin, Patton's campaign manager, is
working free of charge. So, too, is
Patton's press secretary and weoun-
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Syndicated columnist
tani Patton even has recruited
relatives to do the all-important
computer work.
Pauon's major Democratic opponents, Secretary of State Bob Babbage and Senate President John
"Eck" Rose, on the other hand are
paying salaries to top campaign
officials.
But, therefore, are spending far
more on a monthly basis right now
than Patton and they aren't altogether happy about that, since no
single campaign may spend over
$1.8 million before the primary in
May.
Some are saying the volunteer
work should be treated as in-kind
contributions and limited to the
$500 maximum the new law places
on campaign contributions.
That's not the way the law reads,
however, and the Registry of Election Finance, which oversees enforcement of the law, has determined
1.••••
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that a professional donating time to
a campaign is no different than a
secretary volunteering to address
'
envelopes.
There is, however, a big, big
difference.
Martin and Patton Press Secretary Melissa Forsythe, a former
television news anchor, are saving
the Patton campaign thousands of
dollars a month in salaries by working for free and those thousands will
be most useful in buying radio,
television, newspaper and billboard
advertisements.
The same money won't be available to Patton's opponents.
Tough luck?
Probably this time around,but the
Registry should take a thorough
look at the issue when the gubernatorial election is over and propose
changes in the campaign-finance
law to rectify the situation.
The law, after all, is an effort to
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The campaign-finance law must
make a distinction between someone who volunteers to stuff envelopes or make phone calls for
candidates fora few hours and those
who work full time providing professional services. Those professionals should be paid and at a level
commensurate with the jobs they
perform, not merely a token salary.
While the campaign-finance law
should never discourage anyone
from volunteering to be involved in
politics, the law very definitely
should discourage volunteerism by
those with the most to gain on
election day.
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Clinton's personnel headaches
WASHINGTON (AP) — Once
again, a special prosecutor will
investigate a top administration
official. And once again, President Clinton finds himself in an
awkward position on a personnel
matter, just when he least needs
it.
In the current caustic political
atmosphere in Washington, the
investigation of Housing Secretary Henry Cisneros means more
trouble for a president who took
office with vows to set the highest ethical standards.
The gallery of administration
officials who have either resigned
under a cloud or who are subject
to investigations continues to
expand.
Cisneros declared on Tuesday
he ;:vould not resign after Attorney General Janet Reno said a
preliminary investigation showed
he lied to the FBI about payments
to a former mistress.
His vow to "stay and fight"
put the White House in yet
another delicate position.
It came after a bizarre weekend
episode in which Clinton's choice
of CIA director, retired Air Force
Gen. Michael P.C. Cams, suddenly withdrew amid reports that
he violated immigration and labor
laws by bringing a young Filipino
man into the country. Clinton
moved quickly to replace him
with John M. Deutch, the No. 2
official at the Pentagon.
The issue with Cisneros was
not the payments to his ex-lover
— which he acknowledged —
but the allegation that he lied`to
the FBI about how much he had
given her.
"He says he regrets any mistakes he has made. So do I,"
Clinton said in a statement of
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Tom Raum
AP News Service
measured support. White House
spokesman Mike McCurry said
Cisneros had offered to resign but
the president told him "that
would not be necessary."
At the Cabinet level, Mike
Espy resigned as agriculture secretary late last year amid an
investigation into his acceptance
of gifts from companies he
regulated.
Commerce Secretary Ron
Brown is the subject of a preliminary Justice Department investigation into his business dealings
and personal finances. And
Transportation Secretary Federico
Pena is under investigation to
determine whether he played a
role in the award of a contract by
the Los Angeles transit system to
a management firm he founded.
Earlier, controversy over the
Whitewater affair resulted in the
resignations of Roger Altman as
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put everyone, rich candidate, poor
candidate, on an even playing field
as far as money is concerned.
When a candidate can get professional, specialized services --'management, public relations, accounting -- free of charge while others
have to pay big money for them,the
playing field is no longer level.
And many of those top-level
Patton volunteers, Who insist with
straight faces there are no promises
of jobs in a Patton administration,
will be right there in the governor's
office if Patton wins and they'll be
making very good salaries indeed.
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deputy Treasury secretary, Jean
Hanson as former Treasury general counsel and Bernard Nussbaum as White House counsel.
Whitewater Prosecutor Kenneth
Starr continues to investigate
both Clinton and his wife, Hillary, for their ill-fated 1978
investment in Whitewater Development Co.
And Clinton is the first sitting
president to have a legal defense
fund — to defray personal legal
expenses for Whitewater and to
fight sexual harassment allegations by Paula Jones, a former
Arkansas state worker.
Webster Hubbell, the No. 3
official at the Justice Department
and former partner of Mrs. Clinton at the Rose Law Firm in
Little Rock, Ark., resigned and
later pleaded guilty to bilking his-,
former law firm and clients out of
1.400,000.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

And federal prosecutors have
been asked to investigate whether
White House adviser Ira Magaziner lied under oath about the
activities of the health reform
task force headed by Mrs.
Clinton.
The Cisneros flap "is just one
more complication for Clinton.
And it hits him on some of his
most vulnerable points," said
University of Virginia political
scientist Larry Sabato, author of a
book on political scandals.
"It revives the public memories of Clinton's own philandering in Arkansas," Sabato said.
"How could he ask Cisneros to
resign for an offense that many
would view as milder than Clinton's own?"
Republican critics were seizing
on the Cisneros case as more
ammunition against Clinton. GOP
pollster and consultant Frank
Luntz asserted that the credibility
of Democrats in general is undermined by "the tawdriness of
Clinton's Cabinet."
But McCurry suggested blame
lies with the high level of scrutiny given public officials these
ciys and the low threshold for
triggering the special prosecutor's law.
"It's probably a very good
thing we didn't have background
checks and independent counsels
in the days of Thomas Jefferson.
I'm not sure where the republic
would be today if we had that,"
McCurry suggested
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom
covers the White House
for The Associated Press.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

BPW will hear Alexander
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday,
March 16, at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. Connie Alexander,
local columnist, will speak about "Creativity." All members and
interested persons are invited to attend.

Chorus practice cancelled
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will not have a practice on Thursday. March 16. The next practice
will be Thursday, April 6, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Margie
Shown, director, urges all chorus members to be present.

Kirksey sign ups Saturday
Kirksey Ball Club will have its sign ups on Saturday, March 18,
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Kirksey Ball Field, located back of
Kirksey United Methodist Church. Leagues will be for boys and
girls, ages 5 to 18. For early sign up call Ginger Norsworthy at
753-3015.
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Morgans and Vidmers visit here
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Morgan of Denver, Colo., and Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Vidmer of Fort Thomas have been the guests of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morgan, and other relatives in Murray.

Cub Scout Leader training planned
Basic Leader Training for all Cub Scout leaders will be Saturday,
March 18, from 8 a.m. to about noon at First Presbyterian Church,
303 W. Broadway, Mayfield. No child care will be available. All
leaders who missed the training in the fall are encouraged to attend
this session.
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Lipscomb ladies plan supper
The Associated Ladies for Lipscomb will have a salad supper at
the home of Linda Smith, 1615 The Lane, Murray, on Thursday,
March 16, at 6 p.m. All members are urged to attend, and anyone
interested in the organization is especially invited. Following the
meal and fellowship time, a short business meeting will be held to
discuss the chapter's spring fundraiser. For more information contact
Wendy Parker at 753-2400 or Marsha Dale at 753-4874.

Special service offered
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will offer a toe nail
clipping service on Thursday, March 16, at 9 a.m. at Weaks Community Center. This service is being provided free of charge by Continue Care Home Health. A special room will be set up for this service. Each senior taking advantage of this service is asked to bring a
towel and a wash basin. Senior Citizens is an agency of United Way.

Hazel Club schedules event
Hazel Woman's Club will have a foreign dish supper on Thursday, March 16, at 6:30 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. Speakers will be Tony Boyd and Lynn York. Hostesses will be Laura Paschall, Sharon Ray and Linda Thomas.

Home Department plans potluck
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a spring
potluck on Thursday, March 16, at 11:45 a.m. at the club house.
Hostesses will be Marie Hicks, Robbie Paschall, Virginia Thomson,
Vanda Gibson and Marguerite McCloskey.

The Fourth Annual Quilters
Day Out will be Saturday, March
18. This event will be held for
every county in Kentucky and is
sponsored by the Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society.
The event in the Jackson
Purchase area will be at Graves
County High School, Mayfield,
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. with
the Mayfield Piecemakers quilt
Group as host,
People in the counties_of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Marshall,
McCracken and Trigg are encouraged to attend. A person does not
need to be a member of a quilt
club to join in the festivities on
Saturday.
Quilting demonstrations will
begin at 10:30 a.m. and will continue until 2 p.m. Some of the
demonstrations featured will be
on Silk Ribbon Embroidery, Pap-

Weatherly directing play to
open at Mayfield on Frigay
When most people hear the
name, Steel Magnolias, chances
are what comes to mind is the
popular movie with Sally Field,
Julia Roberts and Dolly Parton.
But did you also know there is
a play with the same name? Steel
Magnolias, the play, is the next
production of Purchase Players of
Mayfield, and director, Louise
Weatherly of Murray says "just
because you've seen the movie,
don't think you've seen the real
Steel Magnolias.

PADUCAH — The topic of the
"Rebel Flag" and other Confederate banners will be discussed
Thursday, March 16, at 7 p.m. at
Oddfellows Lodge, Dixie
Avenue, off Husbands Road,
Paducah. The controversay over
these Confederate symbols will
be revealed. •
The seminar is open to those
who are interested in the study of
the Confederacy during the War
Between the Sates. History seminars are sponsored nine times a
year by the McCracken County
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Bridal- Registry
Holly Blalock 8c
Dennis Ruez

Tharpe School reunion April 8

rk

A reunion of all class members who attended Tharpe School will
be Saturday, April 8, from 4 to 8 p.m. at Brandon Springs Group
Camp, Land Between the Lakes. The cost will be $11 per adult, '/2
price per child 10 and under, and free to children 2 and under. This
will include a buffet dinner with buffalo to be served as one of the
meats. Your money must be received in advance (no later than
March 26) to assure your dinner reservations. Please mail your
check or money with the number of adults and children attending to
Lillian Gatlin Stanley, 105 Guthne Rd., Paris, TN 38242, phone
1-901-642-9356, or Roneua Dill Crutcher, 507 The Trace, Dover,
TN 37058, phone 1-615-232-5395.

camp of the Sons of Confederate
Veterans (SCV).
The SCV is a nonprofit, patriotic, historical, educational, nonpolitical, nonsectarian national
organization. It is not affiliated
with any other organization. Special emphasis on education and
the preservation of Confederate
history is predominant with SCV.
For information contact John T.
Suttles, 1-502--443-4237 or Rev.
L. Phillips,
Warren
1-502-442-5007.
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CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY —
Juanita Woods, pictured here with
her husband, Burlin Woods, was
honored with a surprise party in
celebration of her 71st birthday at
Sirloin Stockade. Attending the
party were various family members and friends including her
young great-grandson, Dakota
Patton Holland, 1% •

Susan Cunningham
Independent Beauty Consultant
Sales Director

753-2207
Career Opportunity
Available

I
Easter Gift
1
Bunnyi
With
Portraits
:. Basket Frame.
:
Regularly $9.95. You must redeem
this coupuu. with photographer. Portrait Package Contents: One 10x13, o..
three 8x10, four 5x7s, 20 wallets,
36 billfolds, 31 mini-portraits

.
0

L'rnieb ttme *roe supph asts Easter kame apoto. 5 4 r
So.ng tee of $3 95 per person payapte to the photograpner not ,nc'.cled 0 achterbseC one,
aokeritsec
portrattS Ctu• selector You,'avonte props welCorre Lnn't one specal package
Poses tor
per subtect Up to tree aoOtiona Doses taken tor ophorta, portra t collector with no oortgabon to
purcnase Al, ages welcome ;moots under age '8 must be accompanted by a parent
Groups ,m,rect to 5,, ot ,ess Sorry no pets Portral sles app4o, male

Shooting Days/Dates: Thurs. thru Mon. March 16-20
Photographer Hours: Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12-6 p.m.
s44)
—AGFA+

PORTRAIT STUDIOS

The Hair Fackcal

Kimberly Greer 8c
Jamie Futrell
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Perm Sale

Jennifer Knight 8c
Steve Wells

9

Catherine Schwier &
Stewart Mencer

$2 99

(Long Hair Extra)

Mary Ann Todd &
Cameron Roberts

*Good 'Thru April 1st'

Walk-ins are always welcome!
Owners: Chris Spees & Chris Lamb

Chris Zabel &
John Mark McDougal
Emily Mahan &
Alan Miller

759-1100

Casa deE SoE

Central Shopping Center • Next to Wal-Mart

1100 Chestnut St.
753-1133

00

30% OFF
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Hwy. 641 North, Murray

OPENING MARCH 16

Elizabeth Fain Darnall
& Tim Anderson

Piano and Vocal contest planned
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will sponsor a Piano/
Vocal Contest for Middle and High School Students (6th-12th
Grades). The sum of $100 will be divided among the winners. The
contest date will be Tuesday, April 18, at 7 p.m. For further information contact Joetta Kelly at 753-1854 or 753-8697.

The performance dates will be
Friday and Saturday, March 17
and 18, at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday,
March 19, at 2 p.m. All performances will be at the historic
American Legion Theater in
downtown Mayfield. For ticket
information call the theater at
1-502-247-5977.
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Murray Civitan Club invites the citizens of Murray come to the
annual Pancake Day on Saturday, March 25, from 5 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Rudy's Restaurant. The proceeds will be used to support programs
of Special Education in the local school systems and the local
W.A.T.C.H. Center. The local Civitans will be preparing and serving
the pancake menu. Advance tickets are now on sale for $4 per person or may be purchased at the restaurant the day of the event.
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The play takes place in a beauty shop where six ladies share
their problems and good times
with each other.

PROTECT
YOURSELF...

SCV meeting on Thursday

Civitan breakfast March 25

rs

er Piecing, Sun Bonnet Sue
Appolique, Machine Embroidery,
and Suiltins with your Sewing
Machine.
A display of quilts will be
hung by the Graves County
Piecemakers. Anyone who wishes
to show a quilt should bring it, to
share at Show and Tell Time.
Other attractions will be yenders showing the latest in books,
fabrics and quilting notions.
There will be door prizes and pattern handouts.
Anyone interested in quilts and
quiltmaking is encouraged to
attend and become acquainted
with the Jackson Purchase Area
quilters. To reach the location,
take Exit 24 off the Purchase
Parkway to the school and look
for the door with balloons'
attached.
For more information call Lois
Ruiz of Murray at 436-2453.

SUBSCRIBE
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, Mar
Health Evros* of Murch 15
County Hospital/Murray ray-Calioway
Post Official
12:30-3 p.m.
ReaerVIPHOSS for Christia
n Women's
Club luncheon on
ton4ght/753-3999 or 753 Friday du•
Cents/ tor Accessible -2390.
include A.A. mee Living events
ting/6 p.m.
Info/753-7676.
YMCA events include
Lo
Intensity/4:30 p.m./12th Impact High
Str
1n1o1/59-9622 or 750-96 eet Branch.
99.
IMM4111101 Lutheran Chu
mewl/5:30 p.m.; Lenten rch free light
service/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist
Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
West Murray Church of
Christ Bible
Study/7130 p.m.
WealsIde Baptist Chu
rch events
include Baptist Men,
Baptist Young
Women and Children's
Murray Baptist Mis Choir/7 p.m.
sion prayer
service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Cen
p.m. at 1619 Markn's ter service/7
St. John Episcopal Chapel Road.
Church events
inciude Holy Eucharist/5:
supper/6 p.m.; Bible Gro15 p.m.; Soup
St. Leo Catholic Chu up/7 p.m.
include Teen Life/7 p.m rch events
.
Church of Living
Go
d prayer
service/7 p.m.
First Christian Church
Pastor's class/4:40 events include
p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church
worship/6:30
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Chu
rch worship/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Chu
include RAs, GAs, Pra rch events
yer meeting/7
p.m., Choir/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian
include Choir/6:30 p.mChurch events
.
First United Method
ist Church
events include Len
ten Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Chance
l Choir/7:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church
eve
Library open/6:15 p.m.; nts include
Youth Prime
Time/6:30 p.m.; business
p.m.; Sanctuary Choirf meeting/6:45
7:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church
eve
Awana Club, Youth Bibl nts include
lege Career Bible Stu e Study, Coldy and Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church
of Christ
events "include Bible
Cla
University Church of sses/7 p.m.
include Bible Classes/7 Christ events
-10.m.
Emmanuel Baptist
Chu
rch Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missio
nary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Thursday, March
Adult Children of Alco 16
dysfunctional fam holics and/or
ili
p.m./Calloway County Hea es/6:30
Info/Carolyn, 759-1884, lth Center.
or Nancy,
753-7405.
Associated Ladies for
salad supper/6 p.m./h Lipscomb/
Smith. Info/753-2400 orome of Linda
753-4874.
Murray Kennel
Clu
p.m./Calloway County Publ b/7:30
Murray Business and ic Library.
Professional
Women/6 p.m./Seven
Sea
One by One Single s.
s
p.m./First United Method Ministry/7
Youth Center. Info/753- ist Church
Hazel Woman's Club 3812.
fore
supper/Community Center ign dish
Home Department /6:30 p.m.
of Murray
Woman's Club/potl
uck/noon/club
house.
Support Group for
Blind/6
4-21.
p.m./Seven Seas Restau
Hazel Center/open 10 rant.
a.m
senior citizens' activities. .-2 p.m for
Weeks Center/open 8
senior citizens' activiti a.m.-4 p.m. for
es.
TOPS KY 1469 meetin
g/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex
of Calloway
County Public Library.
Twin Lakes Antique
p.m./Majestic St Car Club/7
eakhouse,
Draffenville,
Murray Kiwanis Clu
b/6 p.m/Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Clu
b/noon/Seven
Seas.
Prepared Childbirt
p.m./Education Unit/M h Class/7
urray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Christian Singles Gro
up/7 p.m./at
800 North 20th St., Mur
ray. Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard,
First Christian Church 759-9994.
Singles Study-Supportevents include
Christian Education Com Group and
Shiloh Full Gospel mittee/7 cm.
service/7 p.m.

Storey's
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Ashley E. Shropshire

ROAST

Birthday

7r-t-

celebrated
Ashley Elizabeth Shropshire
celebrated her ninth birthday on
Tuesday. March 7, at her home.
She was born on this date in
1986.
A second birthday party was
held March 4 at Pagliai's.
She is the daughter of Jim and
Linda Shropshire and the sister of
Eric (Tammie) Derby and Tim
(Marisa) Bradshaw.
Her grandparents are Warren
and Ginny Shropshire and the
late William and Mary Majors.
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Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Quilters in Social Hall/9:30
a.m.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
First Baptist Church events include
University students Mountain Biking in
Pisgah, N.C./8 a.m.; Lottie Moon
Group/1:30 p.m.; Youth Bowling/
Corvette Lanes/6 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
Include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
R.C.I.A./7 p.m.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenni7:30p.m./Farfn Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon 'closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
National Scouting Museum open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3-18X
Miry Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
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So mug of us we worried about bow we
look, what we think °dims think of us.
Often we forget to count OUR blessings. Tim
Miller Ph.d., author of—How To Want What
You Have; says while everyone has the
potential for being happy,mom people don't
realize how easy it is to attain. All it takes is
a little attention and imam& says Dr.
Miller.
Mod of us with around trying to do two
or three things at once. He says for one week
only, do one thing at•time and pay close
emotion to what you are doing. At first it
will seem awkward,but in a few days you'll
we beauty in everything you do. Paying
attention is how you learn to enjoy every
moment fully. After you have taught
yourself to pay mutation, try • link gratitude. Dr. Miller says this really comes down
to•count-your-blessing phil000phy, but it
works.
I we so many beautiful women all day in
the mare who deist realise how lovely they
are at any age. A few extra pounds hem and
there make* us feel unattractive and unloved.
When we cam count our blessings and we
the beauty and light inside, we won't worry
so much about our loots
Being healthy is moat important, and
paying up the imams we have cm make all
of us truly beautiful. Most people never
notice lie "flaws" we Mask we have.
We don't have to be model thin or•cover
girl to look gram mod feel good about
cerselves. Dress to make yourself happy
and feel good. Buy clothes that can
camouflage your figure imperfections.
See beauty in everything secluding
yourself.
To celebrme St Patrick's Day, here is se
'Irish Blessing.'
May the reed rue to raw you.
May the wind always be a your beck;
May die nal shoe waren upoa your face.
May die raw fall soh 141013 your fields.
And wad we Mee yam;
May God kohl you a the hollow of his bond.
Stay Need for next week's fum
and Iambi= report.
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Thursday's Sports

O HE'S BACK: DARLINGTON, S.C.
;AP)
Ernie Irvan sipped back into
his race car for the first time since a
.
-future in
crash left his career and
doubt.

PORTS

• BASKETEM1L: NCAA Southeast Regional
Kentucky vs Mount St Mary s — 650 p m Memphis

Seniors head up All-America team
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
In an age when it seems the
best college basketball players
are leaving school early for the
NBA, three stayed and had senior
years good enough to make The
Associated Press' All-America
team.

Ed O'Bannon of UCLA,
Shawn Respert of Michigan State
and Damon Stoudamire of Arizona led the first team Tuesday.
They were joined by sophomores
Joe Smith of Maryland and Jerry
Stackhouse of North Carolina.
None of last season's firstteam selections returned to

school.
Grant Hill of Duke was a
senior and underclassmen Glenn
Robinson of Purdue, Jason Kidd
of California, Donyell Marshall
of Connecticut and Clifford
Rozier of Louisville applied for
early entry to the NBA draft.
Despite the success of the
programs represented on the first
team, it had been awhile since
those schools had an AllAmerican.
Arizona was the most recent to
have one with Sean Elliott making it in 1988 and 1989. J.R. Reid
was North Carolina's last firstwarner in 1988. Maryland's last

AP ALL-AMERICA
FIRST TEAM
Joe Smith, Maryland
Ed Olannon, UCLA
Shawn Respert, Michigan State
Damon Stoudamire, Arizona
Jerry Stackhouse, North Carolina
SECOND TEAM
Randolph Childress, Wake Forest
C0fliSS Williamson, Arkansas
Kerry Kitties, Villanova
Rasheed Wallace, North Carolina
Lou Roe, Massachusetts
THIRD TEAM
Bryant Reeves, Oklahoma State
Tim Duncan, Wake Forest
Ray Allen, Connecticut
Kurt Thomas, Texas Christian
Lawrence Moten, Syracuse

was two years earlier, the late
Len Bias.
Both UCLA and Michigan
State went 16 years without an
All-American. David Greenwood
of UCLA and Magic Johnson of
Michigan State were on the first
team in 1979.
Smith, a 6-foot-10 center, was
the leading vote-getter this year,
being named on all but four firstteam ballots from the 66-member
national panel that selects the
weekly poll. He finished with 313
points in the 5-3-1 voting, two
more than O'Bannon.
The ACC player of the year,
Smith averaged 20.8 points, 10.4

rebounds and shot 58 percent
mark with seven 3-pointers
from the field as the Terrapins
game.
finished in a four-way tie for first
"In my opinion, throughout
place in the conference and
the season, game in and game
earned a third seed in the NCAA
out, Ed O'Bannon has been the
tournament.
most consistent player in the
O'Bannon, the Pac-10's conation," UCLA coach Jim Harplayer of the year with Stoudarick said. "Our senior leadership
mire, averaged 20.7 points and
has been the most important fac8.2 rebounds for the league
tor in our success this year, and
champion Brains, the No. 1 team
Ed has been at the forefront of
in the final regular-season poll that leadership all season."
and a No. 1 seed in the tournaRespert, the Big Ten player of
ment. The 6-8 forward, named on
the year, received 58 first-team
60 first-team ballots, shot 54 pervotes and 309 points. He is on
cent from the field, including 47 pace to become the first Michipercent from 3-point range. He
matched Reggie Miller's school • See Page 9A

FIRST REGION

Graves girls beat
Marshall for title
GCHS rallies
from 14 down
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
With a little perseverance, the
Graves County Lady Eagles
battled their way back from an
early deficit to defeat Marshall
County 51-41 in the girls regional
title game Tuesday at Racer
Arena.
Graves (23-5) now advances to
the Sweet 16 state tournament in
Frankfort, where it will meet up
with Hazard March 23 at noon.
Marshall, which had swept
both regular season games with
Graves, turnedan early 4-1 deficit' into a 19-6 lead after one
quarter and led 20-6 in the opening moments of the second frame.
That's when Graves came
alive, outscoring Marshall 16-6 to
slice the lead to just 26-22.
Graves was holding the ball for a
final shot, but turned the ball
over, giving Marshall one last
chance before halftime.
Heather Hill scored off an
inbounds pass in the final seconds and was fouled, giving Marshall a 29-22 advantage at the
half.
But that would be the Lady
Marshals' last hurrah as they

were outscored 29-12 in the second half.

Graves' various array of
defenses kept Marshall off stride
throughout the second half. Marshall managed just four field
goals in the final two periods,
finishing at 17 of 46 from the
field, 0 of 9 from three-point
range and 7 of 16 at the free
throw stripe.
Neither team scored in the first
few minutes of the second half,
but the Lady Eagles put up 10
points in the third period to Marshall's six to cut their deficit to
35-32.
Graves then ended the game in
the identical fashion that Marshall began it, outscoring their
opponent 19-6 to pull away for
the 10-point win.
Amy Buchan‘n, Graves' only
senior, leti the Lady Eagles with
21 points while Becky Canter,
who was named tournament
MVP, added 17. The Lady Eagles
didn't fare much better than Marshall from the field, making 18 of
47 shots, but did connect on 3 of
11 three-point tries and 12 of 17
free throw attempts.
For Marshall, which ended the
year at 27-4, Brigette Howard
was the high scorer with 12
points while Amy Moore had
eight and Megan Smith contri-

MARK YOUNGitedger 8 Times photo

Graves County team members celebrate in the waning moments of their 51-41 win over Marshall County in the First Region championship game
Tuesday night at Racer Arena.

II See Page 9A

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL

Foster named No. 1
player in Purchase;
Greene is top coach

N.C.'s Smith hoping for cheers
By BRENT KALLESTAD
Associated Press Writer

StallReport
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County and Murray were both represented in the postseason boys All-Purchase teams, voted on by First Region coaches.
Murray's James Foster was voted the Purchase Player of the
Year. The 6-5 senior center was second in the region in scoring at
26 points per game and led the region in rebounding at 10.5 per
game as the Tigers finished the year 17-11. Foster also received
Honorable Mention Ali-State designation this week.
Calloway coach Ron Greene was voted Purchase Coach of the
Year after guiding the Lakers to a 23-6 record and their first Fourth
District championship since 1983. Calloway has made steady
improvement in the wins column during Greene's four years at the
helm, moving from two wins his first season (1991) to eight in
1992, 16 last year and 23 this year.
Two of Greene's Calloway players, Thomas Hornbuckle and
Brad Cleaver, were also named MI-Purchase. Hornbuckle, a 6-1
senior guard, averaged 9.6 points and 4.6 assists per game for the
Lakers, while Cleaver, a 6-2 senior guard, averaged 21.6 points per
outing.
A pair of Foster's teammates at Murray High, Chris Cheaney and
Jason West, received All-Purchase Honorable Mention designation.

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) -North Carolina coach Dean Smith
hopes Florida State fans will
cheer for their Atlantic Coast
Conference rival when the NCAA
Southeast sub-regional begins
Friday on the Seminoles' home
floor.
"Basketball has long been a
homecourt game based on who
buys the tickets," Smith said
Tuesday.
"We want people cheering for
North Carolina," said Smith as
he looked to the Tar Heels' firstround game against Murray State
(21-8). "The key to where you
play is not the environment so
much as who is cheering for
whom."
Meanwhile, Smith still is
unsure if Rasheed Wallace will
be available against Murray
State. The 6-10 sophomore center

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111
TIRE

suffered a sprained ankle in Sunday's ACC championship loss to
Wake Forest.
"Right now you'd call it 50-50
for Friday," Smith said in a telephone interview.
Smith's Tar Heels, the No. 2
seed in the Southeast Region,
carry a 24-5 record into Tallahassee, which is hosting its first
NCAA postseason basketball
tournament.
The region's top seed, Kentucky, opens play Thursday in
Memphis, Tenn.
North Carolina comes to Tallahassee as the enemy each year
when it plays Florida State, but
Smith is hopeful ACC fans will
support another conference team.
"Duke came over here to play
in an NCAA tournament and
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everyone was cheering for them a
few years back," he recalled.
And Smith is counting on Florida State fans to show some allegiance after four seasons in the
ACC.
"It'll be interesting to see how
that transpires," he said.
Smith said Tuesday that trainer
Marc Davis will have to clear
Wallace if the all-conference center is to play against Murray
State.
"I'm not going to go by what
he (Wallace) says," Smith said.
"I've learned to go by what the
doctors say."
Wallace, who twisted his left
ankle in the Atlantic Coast Conference championship game Sunday, was scheduled to go through
drills with no contact Tuesday.
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Introducing Heartland Tool & Die
We are a new facility in the West Ky.area offering you 25 years
experience in the tooling trade.
Our capacity include Molds, Plastic, and Die Cast, Jigs,and
Fixtures,Metal Stamp Dies,Special Machinery Requirements,
Precision Machinery Production, Machinery Repair and Welding. See Andre Szemeredy or Robert D. Smith, owners.

HEARTLAND TOOL I DIE
403A Memory Lane • Murray • Phone/Fax 753-3531
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"The way he was acting, I
thought it was brOken," Smith
said of Sunday's spectacle that
saw Wallace writhing on the
floor of the Greensboro
Coliseum.
North Carolina (24-5) is still
trying to recover emotionally, as
well as physically, from Sunday's
82-80 loss in overtime to Wake
Forest, Smith said.
"Yeah, we're down," Smith
said. "We'd like to have won.
But now that's not as important
as the Murray State game."
The Tar Heels will get no sympathy from anyone because of
injuries, Smith said.
"We could lose Jerry Stackhouse and Donald Williams and
have to start walk-ons and people
would still say Murray State was
an underdog against Carolina,"
he said.
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Mays survive at Sacramento

II Sports Briefs

nPtus

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Kentucky Wesleyan's Chesney honored
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. - Kentucky Wesleyan point
guard Willis Cheaney, a native of Murray, has been named
to the National Association of Basketball Coaches' Division
II All-Great Lakes Region first team. He received the most
votes for all-region from NABC member coaches.
Cheaney, the 1995 Great Lakes Conference Player of the
Year, led the Panthers to a 23-6 record, a No. 3 national
ranking, their 10th Great Lakes Valley Conference championship and a trip to the NCAA Great Lakes Regional.
Cheaney led the team in scoring (19.8), assists (7.4), steals
(2.4) and minutes played (37). He was second in free throw
percentage (86.4), third in three-point field goal percentage
(37.1) and, blocked shots (8) and fifth in rebounding (4.6).
In his four-year career at Kentucky Wesleyan, located in
Owensboro, Cheaney ranks first in assists (635), second in
steals (223), third in free throw percentage (83.9), fifth in
minutes played (3,050), seventh in games played (114),
eighth in three-pointers made (108), 10th in points (1,350)
and 10th in three-point field goal percentage (38.9).
Cheaney will now be placed on the NABC/Sears AllAmerican ballot that will be announced next week.
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SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
- A few more inches could have
meant a full-game boost in the
conference standings.
But the equation didn't work.
Mitch Richmond's jumper with
4.0 seconds left was ruled a twopointer, resulting in the Dallas
Mavericks' 91-90 victory Tuesday night over the Sacramento
Kings.
Jamal Mashburn scored 27
points for the Mavericks, whose
reserves outscored the Kings'
bench 36-11.
"I thought that was a 3-pointer," Dallas coach Dick Motta
said. "I saw referee (Mike)

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Arizona guard Damon Stoudamire
was cleared to play in Thursday's NCAA tournament opener,
the university announced.
The NCAA found Stoudamire violated a rule because his
father accepted an airline ticket from an agent and ordered
the player suspended for a game. That suspension was served
Saturday against Arizona State.
Teammate Ben Davis remained ineligible under a separate
violation.

PRO FOOTBALL

NFL denies drug report on Sapp
PHOENIX (AP) - The NFL denied that Warren Sapp, a
former Miami defensive tackle expected to be a top draft
pick, had tested positive for cocaine.
The New York Times reported that Sapp had tested positive - along with six other players - for marijuana and
cocaine at last month's league scouting combine in Indianapolis. The league statement did not mention marijuana, but
several team sources said Sapp had indeed tested positive.
The NFL also said James Stewart, the Miami running back
mentioned in the Times report as testing positive for marijuana, had in fact come up clean. The Times said today that
officials from four teams insisted they had seen reports that
Sapp tested positive for marijuana and cocaine and Stewart
for marijuana.
The other players reported to have testcd positive for marijuana were Mississippi State offensive lineman Jesse James,
Auburn running back Brian Robinson and cornerback Chris
Shelling, Wisconsin receiver Lee DeRamus and Ohio State
linebacker Lorenzo Styles.

Mathis raise his hand and I saw
the shot go, so I tried to call a
timeout. But Kip (his assistant
coach and son) said, 'No, no, it
was a two-pointer.' It was a good
call."
With the Mavericks leading
91-88 and in possession, Lorenzo
Williams was fouled but missed
two free throws with 14.1 seconds left for Dallas.
After Brian Grant grabbed the
rebound, the Kings worked the
ball to Richmond, whose jumper
with four seconds left from the
right flank was just inside the
3-point line.
Sacramamento's loss, com-

bined with New York ICniCks' buted 14 points and tied a season
victory over the Denver Nuggets, high with 18 rebounds for
preserved the Kings' I% -game Sacramento.
"Some people might say this
lead for the eighth Western Conone came down to the refs," said
ference playoff position.
Sacramento travels to play Grant. "But the fact of the matter
is we need to put games like this
Denver on Thursday night.
away early."
"We're going to make things
Richmond was held to nine
very difficult on ourselves," said points
-- 13 below his average
Sacramento coach Garry St. Jean. - and made
only four of 14
"To learn what the NBA is all shots.
about is not by losing. It's by
Scott Brooks scored 13 points
taking care of business. We're and
Williams and Popeye Jones
playing inconsistent basketball." each grabbed 12
rebounds for the
Grant had a team-high 27 Mavericks, who think they still
points and 14 rebounds for the have a shot at the playoffs. Jones
Kings. Olden Polynice contri- also added eight points.

SCOREBOARD

ATTENTION HOMEOWNER

Sponsored By:

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
Good service, 759-9888
4116
good coverage,
good priceLike a good neighbor,
That's
State Farm is there
State Farm
State Farm henna Companies
H0818 Offszes &memos &nos
insurance.

Arizona's Stoudamire to play in NCAA

•NO

REFINANCING•NO PAtMENT INCREASE
•BUILD EQUITY 3 TIMES FASTER
•BE DEBT-FREE 10 -15 YRS. SOONER
CALL 753-2284, EXT 103 FOR FREE RECORDED MASAO

NCAA TOURNAMENT

Gsorgetnin (19-9) vs Xavier Ohio (23.4) 30
riirkses after previous game

AM Times CST
EAST REGIONAL
First ROIMI41
At liallimore Areas
Thursday, Meech 16
Witte Forest (24-5) vs. North Carolna AST
(15-14), 11:30 am.
Minnesota (16-11) vs. Saint Louis (22-7). 30
einem aher previous game
Atoms (22-9) ve, Pennsylvania (22-5). 640 p.m.
Oklahoma Slats (234) vs Drexel (22-7). 30
minuNe atter ominous game
At Iteickswer Areas
Allearry, N.Y.
Friday, March 17
North Cmoina Charlotte(194)VII. Stanford (194),
11:30 p.m
Maisachusette (26-4) vs St. Poises (19-10), 30
minutes IS., previous game
klibnova (267) vs. Old Dominion (20-11). 6:40
p.m
Tulsa (22-7) vs. nines (19.11). 30 earwigs alter
previcus gams

MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
At University at Devise Arena
Delfts, Ohio
Thursday, Merck 16
Arizona (23-7) vs. Miami, Ohio (224), 11.15 am
Virginia (224) vs. Nicholls State (24-5), 30 mime
after previous gene
Kansas (23-5) vs. CoOatii (17-12). 640 pm
Wistern Kentucky (263) vs. Meson (17.13), 30
minutes after ominous game
At The Frank Erwin Special Events ClIfIlOf
Austin, Texas
Friday, Meech 17
Syracuse (19-9) vs. Southern nines (234). 1125
am
Arkansas (274) vs Texas Scuthern (224), 30
rrinutio after previous game
MeiroNs (22-9) vs. Louisville (19-13), 7 pm.
Purdue (244) vs Ifileconon-Green Bay (22-7), 30
reinutes alter previous gains

SIOUTkEAST REGIONAL
First Rimed
At The PyresaM
Nomphle, Tenn.
Thuredsy, Ilan* 16
Oklahorne (234) ve. MsnMean (25-4), 1125 a.m.
Arizona State (224) vs. Bat Stets (19-10), 30
minutes after previous game
Keriluctry (25-4) vs. Montt St Mary's, Md. (17-12),
650 p.m.
Brigham Young (22-9) vs. Tulin' (22-9). 30
ninutes Arm previous gains
At Tallahassee-Leen County Civic Center
Tallahassee, Fie.
Friday, March 17
Iowa State (22-10) vs. Florida (17-12), 1115 a.m.
North Carotins()44)vs. Murray NM*(214)30
minuNs after previous gams
lAchigan State (22-5) vs. Weber Suds (204), 640
p.m

SAVE TEN$ OF THOUSAND$ OF $$$

"Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

That's State Farm
insurance."

WEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Jen 111, ,.itmitsmin Center
Sell Lake City
Thursday, March 16
Connecticut (25-4) vs Tennessee-Chattanooga
(19-10), 1:40 p.m.
Chidnnall (21-11) vs. Tenon (19-10). 30 minutes
after previous game
Oregon (194) vs. Texas (224). 7 p.m
Moryland (24-7) vs Gonzeas (21-8). 30 minutes
after prinlous game
At BSU Pavilion
Bolos,idehe
Friday, Iterch 17
Utah (27-5) vi. Long Beach Stew (20-9). 135 p m.
kissileippi Stale (20-7) vs Santa Clara (21-6). 30
minutes slier previous game
lAssouri (194) vs Indiana (19-11). 650 pm
UCLA (25-2) vs Fends international (11-4). 30
minutes she prwrious gams

Jane Rogers
753-9627
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(Next to Century 21)

State Farm
Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
Like a •ood nei•hbor, State Farm is there.°

•Smith...
FROM PAGE 8A
North Carolina guard Donald
Williams said the second-seeded
Tar Heels would not underestimate No. 15 seed Murray State
(21-8), champions of the Ohio
Valley Conference.
"They must be good. There
are only 64 teams in the tournament," he said. "There are a
whole lot of teams sitting home
right now."
Williams said last year's

photo
IBM

•Seniors...
FROM PAGE 8A
gan State player to average better
than 20 points per game for three
straight seasons since Mike
Robinson from 1972-74.
The 6-3 guard averaged 25.5
points as the Spartans finished
second in the Big Ten and earned
a No. 3 seed in the tournament.
He shot the same from 3-point
range (48 percent) as he did overall from the field.
"Shawn has had an outstanding year and is well deserving of
the honor," said Spartans coach
Jud Heathcote, who is retiring
after the season. "1 rate him as
the finest shooting guard in college basketball."
Stoudamire, cleared Tuesday to
play for the fifth-seeded Wildcats
in the tournament after allegations of NCAA violations kept
him out of the regular-season
finale, led the Pac-I0 in scoring
(23.0) and assists (7.4).
Stackhouse, a 6-6 forward,
averaged 19.4 points and 8.3
rebounds for the Tar Heels.
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It Doesn't Take
A Lot Of TIME
or MONEY To
Drive One Of America's
Favorite
Trucks!

second-round loss to Boston Col- that surprised the college basketlege taught the Tar Heels ball world ,with a Final Four
something.
showing.
"Any team can come in and
The Gators open the tournaoutplay you and send you home ment at 12:15 p.m. Friday against
for the rest of the year," he said. Iowa State (22-10). The winner
Smith blows Florida is certain will advance into Sunday's quarto have a large following playing terfinal qualifier against the Murjust 150 miles away from its ray State-North Carolina winner.
campus. The Gators are one of
Friday night, Michigan State
only three teams playing in their (22-5) meets Weber State (20-8)
home state this weekend.
followed by Georgetown (19-9)
Florida (17-12) returns four of and Xavier, Ohio, (23-4). Those
five starters off last year's team winners also meet Sunday.

SAVE UP TO $300 PER YEAR ON GAS

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

1995 FORD F-150 XLT

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

Lake Region Propane Gas
31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
753-8011

Kirksey Ball Club
Sign Ups
Saturday,
March 18

IN Graves...
FROM PAGE 8A
buted seven.
*The all-tournament team was
announced after the conclusion of
the championship game. Included
were: Canter and Buchanan of
Graves County; Moore, Howard
and Shana McDougal, Marshall
County; Bonnie Payne.-and Stacy
Thomas, Murray; Nikki Orr,
Paducah Tilghman; and Wendy
Donlow and Samantha Smith,
Fulton County. Fulton County's
°Erika Lynch received the Rex
Alexander award.
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9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Kirksey Ball Field
Leagues for boys and girls
ages 5-18
For early sign up please call
Ginger Norsworthy

753-3015

-Standard Driver's Air Bag
-Air Conditioning
-AM/FM Stereo Cassette/Clock
-Tinted Glass
-Power Locks 8 Windows
-Speed Control/Tilt Steering
-Light/Convenience Group
-Cast Aluminum Wheels
-Bright Electric Mirrors
-P235/75RX15

-

•-"."...04-iminominorenserialevianirwilwinoliones.

Refundable Security Deposit
4 r•bal•
Down Payment $750:0
Total

'200.00
cash

000.00
•i,

Cash Due at Lease Inception '1,389.59

Total Amount of Monthly Payments 4,550.16
-

A Red Carpet Lease Makes Sense
'Ford Auto Club Membership
-24-hour roadside assistance
-Custom travel planning
-24-hour toll-tree assistance

-3 year/36,000 mile bumper-to-bumper
warranty'
Pay only for what you use - lust two
years worth.

'Si.your dealer bra copy of this limited waryarv. -Lease payment is based on capitalized cost 01914,800 on 1995 F-150 XLT. Lessee may
hive the option but is not obligated to purchase the *rebid* at leas* end at a price to Na negotiated with the dealer at lease signing. Lessee is
responsible for excess wear and war and $0.11 per rile charge for mileage OVOf 30,000. Lest* subject to credit approval and insurability as
determined by Ford Credit. Lease payment excludes title, taxes and license lees. For sped.' lease terms, you must take new vehicle
stock by 413/95. tTotal cash due at loose inception includes security deposit,first month's lease payment. Lease payments
of $217.06 will include the Kentucky tax, license and property tax.

retail

&ivory from dealer

"See Us Before You Buy Or Lease."

FORD

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main Street

11O1=11..

.0116.166.
6 6•11.••••••.1. • ••

I Monthly Lease Payment (24 mos.) 489.59

--,166••••••••,•146
6

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-5273

4

•

•
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
9-9
Sun.
11-8:30

•

It's The Total On The Tape That C

nts!!!

Split

FRYER
BREAST

SMOKED
PICNICS

wait gi

TRAWBERRIES
iter

2

II

Lb.
Mixed

Pork Chops

10 Lb. Pkg.

$15.90

Jim Adams

Sausage

lb. $1.49

Lb.
Fresn
Fryer

$3.90
le oz. Pkg. $1.29

Leg Quarters

3 ears $1.39

Corn

10 Lb. Pkg.

Field

Dinner Franks

a
a

Imam

Good Supply of

Seed Potatoes S Onion Sets!

Whole
Boneless
"In The Bag"

IRLOIN
TIP

•89

go

Oscar Mayer 12.2 oz. Box
Boneless

2/$4.00

$3.99
lb. $2.79

Pork Chops
Fryer Breast

Bunch
Red Ripe Roma

796
3for $1.00

Tomatoes

lb.

Boneless

BROCCOLI

12 Oz. - 24 Pk. Cans

Lb.
Fun Pack hunchables

Fresh
California

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW,
DIET MT. DEW

lb.

Fresh Bunch

Green Onions

• Lipton

PIZZAS

Lipton

COFFEE

Et
Liquid

Bleach

gal.

79

Water or Oil Pack
874 oz. Can

Kelly 10 oz. Can

Hot Dog
Sauce

TEA BAGS
24 Ct. Family Pack

Deep Disband Reg.11-13oz.Size
All Flavors

Keeblar Bests

ed Box Only!

CRACKERS
Lb. Box

Peter Pas 18 oz. Jar

Rosedale Sliced
29 oz. Can

Peanut
Butter

Peaches

.DOG FOOD
Hit

Effective Dates:
larch 11411

!HOMETOWN PR

T

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

;

• •
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DEATHS

it.
Doug Jones

David L. Winters

Doug Jones, 70, Rt. I, Murray, died Tuesday, March 14, 1995, at
8:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a retired employee of
Murray Division of Tappan Company. He was a member of University
Church of Christ.
Born Nov. 1, 1924, in Calloway County. he was the son of the late
James Washington Jones and Flossie Douglas Jones. Also preceding
him in death were one grandson, Christopher Michael Jones; two sisten, Mrs. Nellie Goodson and Ms. Pansy Ruth Jones.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Hazel Henson Jones; one daughter,
Ms. Judy Outland, Rt. 1, Kirksey; one son, Mike Jones and wife,
Melodic, Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. Mandi Siuig and husband,
Darryl, Rt. 1, Kirksey; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Anderson, Westland,
Mich., Mrs. Chettie Winter and husband, Jim, Yellow Springs, Ohio,
and Mrs. Vivian DUFF, Harrodsburg; two brothers, T.R. Jones and
wife, Louise, Indiana, and Charles Victor Jones, Eastern Kentucky.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapek-af,Miller Funeral Home of Murray. John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Wayne Williams, Tommye D. Taylor, Richard
Smith, Joe West, Todd Brooks and Sherrill Gargus. Burial will follow
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).

0
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Charles F. Bishop
Charles F. Bishop, 61, Murray, died Tuesday, March 14, 1995, at
2:27 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born April 10, 1933, in Houston County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Bernie R. Bishop and Vennis L. Curtis Bishop.
Survivors include two sons, Bradley Bishop and Raymond Bishop;
a special friend, Don Myre; six sisters, Mrs. Geneva Bell and husband, Junior, Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Myrtle Garner and husband, Robert,
New Concord, Mrs. Agnes Self, Slayden, Tenn., Mrs. Nancy Futrell
and Mrs. Joyce Robinson, Rt. 5, Murray, and Mrs. Nell McCuiston
and husband, Dan, North Carolina; one brother, Wiley Bishop, New
Concord; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy will officiate.
Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 2 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
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Wilson Scott

HOG MARKET
Federal Slate Markt News Service March 15, 1995
kolacky hireirot Arts lieg Market Report Laclede.3
Bloke Slakes Recdp4s Act. 44* fal. III krrowt A
Gila mak .25 *We' Sows I1A543.011 lower
US 1-2 231-3511 lbs.
535.51-34•11
US 1-2 215-235 Re.
S32341-35.1111
US 2-3 ...................
535.05-35-50
US 3-4 214-1111 lbs.
tissmssais

Sows
US 1-2 271-351
US 1-3 34/1-455
US 1-3 401-525
US 1-3 525 and up lbs.--- $33.14-35.01
US 2-3 340-555
Boors 535.411-21.1111

Letter of Appreciation

Quayle lecture postponed
would not seek the Republican
presidential nomination. Scheduling conflicts prompted the postponment, said University Center
board member Bobby Glass.
Ticket refunds were made
available beginning Monday,
school officials said.

MURRAY, Ky.(AP) — A lecture by former Vice President
Dan Quayle scheduled for March
30 at Murray State University has
been postponed until the fall, university officials have announced.

$3

CHIROPRACTIC
HEALTH
FOR BETTER

DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

ADJUSTMENTS IN YOUR SPINE
Paw

You don't have to be feeling intense pain
in your back to need treatment to correct the
problem causing it. Even minor and occaaortal pain or discomfon in your back and
neck is a signal that you need treatment.
Your spine is the major pathway of your
body's nervous system on which every
organ in your body depends for normal
functioning.
Your doctor of chiropractic is a specialist in treating health problems caused by
misalignments or subluxatioris in the vertebrae of your spinal column. In examining
you, he or she will first discover where the
problems areas ass. The doctor will want to

know the direction of the subluxation and
then determine the minimal amount of
force needed to make the adjustment.
Applying gentle manipulation techniqugs, the doctor will WO& to correct the
misalignment through a series of carefully
selected treatments so your nervous system
can function normally again.

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
-Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753-2962

Jik

•

Serving Cafeteria Style
Call-In Orders
753-2348
Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.)

essenbaug

1995 Oldsmobile
Cutlass
_...,,,. Supreme
,..,
-,

v
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—
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St. #95197

Investments Since 1854.
8700/mo.
$2

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. --...-14.18
Cse.--.4048.75
DJIA Previouslo
Air Produets.................495/8 + 1/4
513/4 A T & T..............
- 1/4
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton.... 35s/s - 1/4
y Bristol Myers Squibb.631/2 + 1/4
CBT Corp. Ky.*.......24B 241/2A
▪ Chrysler...................-40s/s 5/1
Dean Foods..................271/4 1/4
,. Ford Motor...................- 26 - 1/4
- 'Is
• ^,14.04 General FlectrIc .......
• General Motors .............411/2 - 1/s
44 + 3/s
,•• • 4..", Goodrich ,
1/
351/
<:" GOOd
+ 'Is
•I B
Ingersoll Rand
29s/s 'is

Prices as of 9 a.m.
K-Mart.......... ......
unc
.......
271/1 unc
K U Enerlgy
.26'4 + 1/4
Kroger.
- its
L G & E ...... .....
Mattel
.227/1 unc
McDonalds
34s/s • 1J2
421/5 +
Merck
43'4 J.C. Penney..
1811 183/4A
Peoples First'
Quaker Oats
321/8 unc
76'/s unc
Schering-Plough....
593/4 - 3/11
Sears
Texaco.............................65 • 1/s
34P/2 - 3/s
Time Warner
301/.
UST ...... .........
- 1/1
Wal-Mart.................

OtSCLOSURE:s of inn. 360ota4 mo. at payments $10.322 04:i 6,000 inns ;or yr lotai cLe at lease
eign,ng $1.67e 24i pufthase option price $11,011.00/Tases,ale 6 license edckaonel

1995
Chevrolet S-10
1
,
.

Ski

---,
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*Hillard Lyons Is a market maker In this stock
UNC-pnce unchanged

..,

,

At?
HILLIARD
LYONS

' Hilliard Lyons
..;;;• Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
•-"• (502) 753-3366

Our Best Investment Is You.

SI. *95211

92

95798

$
Prices As Low As

yons, Inc. • Mernher NS( and SIR'

13 More In Stock

1995 Geo Prizm
AL a

_
St. 095161

13,92230

$

Automatic • Air • 4 Wheel Anti-lock Brakes • Dual Airbags

1995 Chevrolet
Lumina
,nru:1
.,...

0/0

APY

St. 195248

$1 29923
65
_..

12 Month CD
$500 minimum deposit; available for IRAs.
We also have great rates on 18, 24 6'r 36 month CDs!

Open 6 days a week,
Saturdays 9 - 12!

REPUBLIC
Trust
BANK&Company
Member FDIC • Murray, 10
1201 Main Street"
759-1630

7 00% annual percentage yen - APY(682% interest rain)
offered as of 2-2315 Substantial penalty for sorb wtthdrawal

•

Ilath•••••-•""
"
. -""

Open
Tues.-Sat.
11-2 and 4-8

BEZek=1,,W,'

1.1 R. Ililliard. WI.

•

every Thursday night by lamplight
while savoring one of our choice ribeye steaks, prime rib or grilled
chicken — made to order, cooked just
the way you like it!

The funeral for Everett J. Inman will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Burial will follow in Unity
Cemetery.
Mr. Inman, 76, College Farm Road, Murray, formerly of Hardin,
died Monday, March 13, 1995, at Long Term Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was a former owner of Inman Service Station at Hardin. He was
the son of the late Elbert Inman and Eulalia York Inman. One son,
Jerry Inman, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mavis Byars Inman; three daughters, Mrs. Peggy Kemp, South Carolina, Patsy Inman, Houston, Texas,
and Donna Inman, Murray; one son, James Inman, Calvert City; one
sister, Mrs. Hazel Nelson, Benton; two brothers, Bobby Inman and
Thomas Inman, Benton; six grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

Dear Editor
As a graduate and a participant of Murray High School's first Project
Graduation, I would first like to thank the community, businesses,
churches,individuals,organizations, parents and friends who gave of their
time and money to make "Project Graduation '94" one of the fondest
memories of my high school years.
Graduation night was a very wonderful and exciting time for the MHS
class of'94, not just because it was the first time it had rained in years on
graduation night, but because our class was the first to spend one last night
together in a drug and alcohol free environment. It was our last time
together as a class to bond,and make memories that will last the rest of our
lives. In fact, I think Courtney Adams summed it up best when she said it
was the best time she ever had.
From the moment we entered the doors of "Project Graduation," and
received our play money, we were off and running and didn't stop till the
send-off in the parking lot the next morning. We danced, we sang, we ate,
we played bingo, and we even played tug-o-war (which my homeroom
won),but the most memorable event was our balloon send-off where we all
said goodbye,and we were commissioned by Rob Carpenter to go out into
the world and take that path less traveled and go for our dreams.
As the class of'95 approaches that time to take that path less traveled, I
encourage the community to support "Project Graduation '95," so these
grads will have the opportunity to make memories that will last a lifetime.
You donations can be seat to: MHS Project Graduation'95,501 Doran Rd.,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Tory Holton
MI-IS Graduate 1994
1703 Main St., Murray, Ky. 42071
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Every
Thursday
Evening
From 4:00 to 8:00
Enjoy a unique dining experience

Everett J. Inman

Quayle recently announced he

Wilson Scott, 76, Paris Manor Nursing Home, Paris, Tenn., died
Monday, March 13, 1995, at 9 p.m. at Henry County Medical Center,
Paris.
A retired farmer, he was of Baptist faith.
Born Dec. 17, 1918, in Trigg County, he was the son of the late
Alvin Scott and Tempie Dixon Scott. Also preceding him in death
were one sister, Mrs. Ava Ahart, and one brother, Thomas W. Scott.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Dixie Peeler and husband,
Leland, and Mrs. Virginia Chandler, Murray, and Mrs. Nell Cothran,
Lesporte, Ind.; three brothers, Vernon Scott and wife, Lorene, Earl
Scott and Willie Scott, all of Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Dixon Cemetery in Land
Between the Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
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Services for David L. Winters were Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Gilbert Funeral Home, Marion. The Rev. James Lee officiated.
Burial was in Mexico Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Campbellsville College,
Campbellsville, Ky.
Mr. Winters, 83, Marion, died Monday, March 13, 1995. at 3:27
a.m. at Crittenden County Convalescent Center, Marion. His wife.
Mrs. Willa C. Winters. died in 1992.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joyce Claghorn, Fredonia; one
son•Dr. Kenneth Winters and wife, Shirley, Campbellsville; two
grandchildren including Lisa Winters Ray of Murray; five sisters,
Mrs. Lillie Mae Guess, Florida, Mrs. Violet Myers, Providence, Mrs.
Edith Russell, Marion, Mrs. Dorothy Poleuie. Louisville, and Mrs.
Hazel Horning, Princeton; three brothers, Herbert Winters and Reg
Winters, Marion, and Bart Winters, Colorado Springs, Colo.
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PEPPERS

CHEVROLET
GCO

2420 E. Wood St., Park
642-3900
1-800-325-3229
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"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck company.
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Computer course offered
Businesses,
organizations,
schools, church groups -- everywhere you turn nowadays, people
seem to be publishing their own
newsletter, flyer, brochure or pamphlet. Some are definitely more
eye-catching than others and some
would benefit from a change in
editorial staff. Creating publications on a computer means getting
the most out of your software
program while notoverloading your
finished product with too many
gimmicks. If your desktop publishing software is sitting in the computa under-utilized, why not consider
taking a new non-credit course
offered by Murray State University's office of community
education?
This four-week evening course,
Desktop Pubishing,covers basics of
the popular software program,
PageMaker version 5.0. Participants will learn how to create effective brochures, flyers, newskuers,
ads, graphics, and other in-house
publications. After completing this
course, participants will find that all
of their print communication will
sport a more professional appearance.
Desktop Publishing begins April
4 and will continue each Tuesday
evening through April 25. Taught
by Patsy Nichols, professor in the
MSU department of business administration, each session will meet
from 6 to 9 p.m. Tuition is $125 per
person, or $115 each if three or

more mead from the same organization. For more information, or to
regimes. for Desktop Publishing,
contact the Office of Community

Education, 207 Collins Center,
(502)762-2160. Persons outside of
Calloway County may phone tollfree at 1-800-669-7654.
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Pride of Illinois
Whole Kernel or Cream Style
PRIDE

Corn

Coke, Diet Coke, or Mello Yello
12 pk. 12 oz. can

2 liter bottle
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Students win
at VICA event

99°
Pride of Illinois

Pride of Illinois

Sweet Peas

Hard work, skill and determination translated into gold and silver
medals for five Murray-Calloway
County Area Vocational Education
Center students at the VICA Skills
Olympics held at West Kentucky
State Technical School Friday,
March 10, 1995.
Secondary and post-secondary
students from 15 area counties competed in over 40 hands-on skill and
leadership contests in areas including: architectural drafting, cabinet
making, culinary arts, brick masonry and welding.
VICA (Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America) is the organization for trade, industrial and technical students in public high schools,
vocational technical centers and
area vocational schools. It offers
leadershjp, citizenship and character development programs as well as
activities to prepare students for the
labor market.
First place winners of Friday,
March 10, 1995's contests are eligible to compete at the state contest
April 19-22 in Owensboro. State
winners will compete at the national
level in Kansas City, Mo., June 27July 1.
Medal 'winners from Calloway
County were: Darren Crick, automotive service technician, first
Owe; Josh Emerson, carpentry,
first place; Ti. Underhill, collision
repair, second place: Jebb Hart,
extemporaneous speaking, first
place and Trent Nix, job interview, second place.

32 oz bottle ....

29

Turner

Cut or French Style

2% Milk

Green Beans
can

Blue Bonnet

Ultra Downy

Duncan Hines

Peter Paul Mounds

Margarine

Fabric Softener

Cake Mix

Coconut

18 oz. box

10 oz. bag

20 oz. bottle

1 lb. stick

1N/X

$29 million is
available for
housing loans

1-41\rin

Pork

Ground

Steak

Chuck

08

The Rural Economic & Community Development Service (formerly Farmers Home Administration) has an allocation of
$29,000,000 that may be used by
lenders to make 100 percent loans
for the purchase of new and existing
homes, according to Thomas G.
Fern, Acting State Director.
The price limit for a home is
$77,197 for most rural areas of
Kentucky. Some high cost areas
have a higher limit.
Applicants with incomes not exceeding 115 percent of the median
income for the area may qualify for
a loan. Loan funds may be used for
the purchase price including closing
costs not to exceed the appraised
value.
The loans have a repayment period of 30 years with a fixed rate of
interest. The loans are processed by
other lenders with the Rural Economic & Community Development
Service providing the guarantee.
For a list of lenders processing these
loans in the local area, please contact the local RECD office at 502753-0162.

Pork

Cutlets

513

0
White

Potatoes

LOSE 10 LBS.
IN 3 DAYS!

Red or Gold Delicious

Apples

All natural T-LITE"
with Chromium Picolinate

Rite Aid
944

S. Hwy 641

753-8304

.
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Bennett and
Johnson win
in events

Prices Good
March 15
Thru
March 21

In state Governor's Cup academic
team competition Sunday and Monday at Louisville, Murray High
School's Kesia Bennett finished
fifth in language arts written assessment, the fuoue problem solving
team placed in the top nine for a
semifinalist plaque and Caleb Johnson won ninth place in English
composition.
All winners received ribbons and
plaques for their achievements.
Murray High finished 10th overall out of 144 high schools. Gov.
Brereton Jones addressed the group
at the awards assembly. This was
the 10th year anniversary for the
competition.

Four arrested
in robbery of
Lovell home

120111nOINr
IFc.cocit

1407,Main
Phone 753-4682

7adot — 914ot 14441

U.S. Choice

1-Bone Steak
Oscar Maye,
Fun Pack

Sq99

Boneless Center Cut

Extra Lean Boston Butt

Pork Chops

Pork Roast

29
$3

Extra Lean

Pork
Steak
$119

lunchables ‘
Lb.
0
1
11 2
1 59
07

Extra Lean

Pork
Cutlets

Lb.

$239

Oscar Mayer 1 Lb.

Beef
Ground
3-4 Lb.

Wieners

89!
4/$5

Welcn

99!

6cr

$499

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Sirloin Steak
Kraft
Shredded
8 oz

$289

$ 1 39

Oficial Rulers II Entry Blink
To Enter: No purchase * required. Pnnt your name, address, it, code arid phone number on the
Official Sweepstakes Entry Form provided at participating stores. Deposit the compieted Entry Form
In the Official Sweepstakes Entry Box. Each entry must be hand printed. No photocopies or
rradianicaly reproduced entries vAll be honored. Sponsors me not responsibie for lost. at..
misdirected, illegbie or incorrpole entries. Drawing: A drawing will be held in each participating
-More to randomly select winners on or about Wednesday. March 29. 1905at 10 p.m. The drwring'ivit
be conducted by authorized poisons representing the partating iltwe(s) whose decision shall be
MIL Odds of winning any prize depends upon the nurrber of entries received. WIllflerli selected at
etch participating store(one(1)per participating store) will receive a Tappan 1.3 Cu, ft. Microwave
Oven. ModelINS 137718,average retail value $210.00. Not included: My federal,state, or local
taxes. Such taxes are the sole respaisbalty of the miner(s). Prizes must be accepted as deecrted
above. No cash substitutions are offered. The 'Frozen Food Favorttes* Sweepstakes is being
conducted Individually in participating stores in the Continental United States and Hawaii. Eligibility
S &Tiled to adults 18 years of age or ober. Employees of the participating stores, F'bring
Commies, their advertising or promotional agencies or anyone engaged in the development or
Implementation of the *Frozen Food Favorites- Sweepstakes and their Immediate families are not
eligible to win. Void where prohibited by law. All federal state and local laws apply. Winner; will be
notified by certified rnai and need not be present to win. Winners may be required to satimit an
ifiladevii of Eligibility and Liability. Weise. Failure to coroply with this provision will result in
disqualification and an allernate winner will be selected. By acceptance of a prize, the winner
amen*to the use of his or her narr* and address for the purposed &Overrating without additional
memorisation AM Entries must be received no later than Tuesday. March 28, 1906.
LOGO
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Cheese

15 oz

Register To Win A FREE
Tappan Microwave Oven!

Fort Campbell
Courier named
for top honor

16 oz

1
99Lb

Peas

99

89*

Chopped
Ham
$1

Leseure
Early June

48 oz

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Caffeine Free

Oscar Mayer

2 Legs-2 Thighs-3 Breast

1 59

Grape
Juice
$1

Cheese
Slices
3 Lb. Pkg.

Pick of Chicken

Reg.-Bun Length-Light

Pizza
Rolls

American

Lb

LL

Owen's Best Family Pk.

2 Liter

302 A North 12th Street
Murray,- Kentucky

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

$

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
*Income Tax Preparation
*Bookkeeping
*Payroll
•
753-4347

90,144

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

GREENVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Members of a family held captive
while their house was robbed suspected they knew at least one of
the men. Those suspicions were
supported when arrests were
made in the case.
John Lovell Sr. said in an
interview Monday his son, John
Jr., and one of the alleged robbers, Jerimy Lynch, 19, were former teammates on the Muhlenberg North High School baseball
team.
Lovell said he and his wife,
Chrystalee, also knew Lynch
because they had traveled with
the team to baseball tournaments
in Florida during past spring
breaks.
Kentucky State Police charged
Lynch; Brandon L. Doss, 23, of
Central City; John A. Kittinger,
19, of South Carrollton; and a
17-year-old boy in the Feb. 28
robbery. The four also were
charged with conspiracy to cotnmit robbery.
The robbery occurred Feb. 28
when three men jumped from the
bushes and ordered the elder
Lovell into his house.
Chrystalee and John Lovell Jr.
were bound with duct tape but
the elder Lovell was allowed to
sit in a chair because of his
health problems.
The robbers also ransacked the
house, causing some furniture to
be destroyed.
The four also were charged
with a robbery that was attempted
three days earlier in Bremen,
according to state police.

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— The Fort Campbell Courier
was recently recognized as the
top Civilian Enterprise newspaper
in the Department of the Army,
the post said Tuesday.
The weekly is the official
newspaper for Fort Campbell and
the 101st Airborne Division (Air
Assault).
The Fort Campbell Courier,
circulation 23,000, will represent
the Army in competition against
the top newspapers from the
other branches of the Armed
Forces.
The newpaper has been chosen
as Forces Command's best newspaper for three years in a row,
but this is the first time the Courier has taken top Department of
the Army honors, the post said.
Kate Kelley, the newspaper's
sports section leader, won second
place in sports writing competition. David Riley, an associate
editor at the Kentucky New Era
of Hopkinsville, which publishes
the Courier, took second place in
the news graphic category for a
series of graphic illustrations
concerning Army medals.

Hours:
Monday-Saturday
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

BUY 1
GET 1
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Geed Woos at 3/13/96
W. 3/21/66
Only at Owen Food Mt

AT THE CHECK OUT!
BUY: Any 15/16 oz.
Cap'n Crunch' Cereal
PRESENT: This coupon to the cashier
along with purchase
GET: Any 15/16 or.
Cap'n Crunch' Cereal FREE!

3000C

201

,

1 030

Register To Win A 1114:1041Wile Oven
Frown Feed Favorites

Name:
Address:
Zip

Stale:

City:
Phone:

Totino 9.8-10.9 oz.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Cat. Free Coke

12 pk. $329

Kraft Bonus Pack

Green Giant W.K. & C.S.

Corn

15 oz.
15 oz.

Pillsbury

Toaster Strudel

3/$ 1

11.5 oz.

3/$1
2/$3

Prairie Farm

1% Milk

Mayonnaise

$

189

Pie Crust

Pecan Pie
$489
1

Owen's Best
9 Pc. Fried

Chicken
$429

Flour

$1 99
I

2/$3
$1 19

51b.

I

$ 79

Bullseye

BBQ Sauce

18 oz.

I

Dove Dishwashing

Liquid

22 oz.99
'

89'
15_16.2/$359
39'
79'
22

Quaker

Captain Crunch

oz.

Parkay Reg. or Light

Margarine
Pilsbury Plus

Cake Mix

1 Lb.

18 oz.

Tiltoduce

Owen's Best
Smoked

Turkey Breast
$489
Lb.

Hot Pepper

Cheese
59

$3

15 oz.

Pillsbury

eli
Owen's Be/
Store Baked

40 oz.

Pillsbury

Green Giant

Sweet Peas

4/$5

Pizzas

Pillsbury
Brownie Mix

Lb.

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Baked Na
89

4 Lb. Bag

Grapes

Oranges

Mushrooms
oz. Pkg.

1 Lb. Baby
Peeled

Crisp & Juicy
Granny Smith

Chiquita
Golden Ripe

Carrots
$ 1 19

Apples

Bananas

$3 99
Lb.

Owen's Famous

C) Pork
$499

LBB

Lb.

Snow White

Sweet Seedless
White

Florida

939 919

Lb.

I

69c
.

-
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Wanted - BINGO Players
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club
Every

Friday at 7 p.m.

$1,000 Letter
• 14 Games

H Jackpot'!!

$100 Each

$500 Jackpot Each Week
• Letter "H" - 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1,0001
(Consolation Prize - $100)
Special Games - Double Bingo pays 60%, 75%, and 90%

National Guard Armory
Hwy 121 North, Murray, Ky.

Gallery hosts month-long project
Murray State University's Eagle
Gallery is hosting "Ten Years of
Feminist Art Changing the Lives of
Women," a month-long project as
part of the 10-year anniversary of
the Kentucky Foundation for Women.
The Kentucky Foundation for
Women began in 1984 and exists to
support Kentucky women who use
the arts for social change. It
sponsors the development of writers, scholars, film makers, playwrights, and visual arts through
grants under $20,000.

Two other special projects sponsored by the foundation include
developmental opportunities for
women. The Hopscotch House is a
place for women to retreat from the
demands ofjobs, home and families
to nurture themselves and each
other and to be inspired and
strengthened by the natural world,
according to Patty Smith, manager
of the Hopscotch House. The house
is available for overnight stays and
for day-long functions. Wolf Pen
Women Writers Colony began in
1988 and serves as a home and work

place for five women writers each
June to expand their talents.
Murray State's celebration of the
anniversary feakures an art exhibiton curated by Sandy Sasso, with
visiting artists presenting dance,
music, writing and art. Exhibiting
Artists include Suzanne Adams,
Ann Stewart Anderson, Appalshop
Film & Video, L. Beatriz Arnillas,
Lida Gordon, Barbara L. Hanger,
Jenny Kilb, Jan Kirstein, Cynthia
Kukla, Susan Lippman, Zephra
May -Miller, Suzanne Mitchell,
Cathy Robinson, Rebekka Seigel

113
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FURNITURE 8 MATTRESS
302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, KY
Due to rising interest rates our financial source as of March 18th, 1995 will no
longer be able to provide us with 36 months interest FREE terms. However, until
Saturday, March 18th at 5:00 p.m. we will again and possibly for the final time
offer 3 years FREE Financing.

HELD OVER TIL
SAT., MARCH 18TH • 5:00 P.M.
You Can Even Save More Because Of Our Special Sale Prices
Due To Our Soon To Be Expansion Program!

3 YEARS

FREE
FINANCING

It is very simple. make your purchase, then divide by 36. This is your payment.

MINIMUM PURCHASE $499.95/NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED

Yes It's True ang 3 Years Free Financing
Purchase

$500

$2,000

Purchase $1,000 Purchase
And Pay Only
And Pay Only

And Pay Only
$13.89 per month

Purchase

$3,500

And Pay Only

$27.78 per month $55.56 per month $97.22 per month

Store Hours:

Mondayaiday 9:001:00• Saturday 9:00•5:00
--YES!! FREE DELIVERY--

•

Extra Sales Personnel! .Extra

EVERY ITEM IN STOCK
WILL BE TAGGED WITH A
SALE PRICE TAG

Delivery help! .Extra Office Staff! .Extra Credit Officers!

THE DIFFERENCE IN OUR NO INTEREST SALE IS YOU STILL
CET LOW PRICES PLUS THE BONUS OF 3 YEARS TO PAY!

Due to new merchandise arriving
daily, our store and warehouse
ARE BULGING!

OUR LARGEST SELECTION EVER OF QUALITY SERTA & DIU kNILINE BOX SPRING & VIIRESS SETS

and Karen L.Spears. The exhibit,in
the Eagle Gallery of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, is on display
through March 27.
On March 22 at 7:30 pin., Roy
Davis of Murray will perform a
staged reading of "Pinstripe Suite"
by Contance Alexander in the Eagle
Gallery.
Visiting artist, Michelle Boisseau, will deliver a poetic reading
on March 23, at 7:30 p.m., in the
Eagle Gallery. Boisseau is a graduate of Ohio University and the
University of Houston where she
received a doctorate in English in
1985. "No Private Life," her first
full collection of poems, was published by Vanderbilt University
Press in 1990. A reception will
follow her presentation at the MSU
faculty club.
The series is sponsored by the
Kentucky Foundation for Women,
Murray State's College of Fine Arts
and Communication, College of
Humanistic Studies and the MSU
Women's Center. All presentations
are free and open to the public.
The Eagle Gallery is located on
the fourth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center on 15th and Olive
Streets. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to6
p.m., Monday, Wednesday and Friday; 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., Tuesday
and Thursday; 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturday and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. on
Sunday. Due to spring break, the
gallery will be closed on March 11,
12 and 15-19. On March 13 and 14,
it will be open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

U.S. soldier
pleased with
Haiti mission
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
A soldier who served five months
in Haiti says he is optimistic that
the U.S. military mission there
will help restore democracy on a
lasting basis.
'"I feel like we really helped
those people," said Pfc. Michael
McReynolds, 19, a graduate of
Christian County High School.
"At first they didn't seem to
have a lot of hope, but I think
what the soldiers did helped
them. Some seemed to have new
hope for their future, and I was
glad to be a part of it," he said
during a telephone interview with
the Kentucky New Era.
McReynolds is assigned to the
2nd Battalion, 7th Regiment of
the 10th Mountain Light Infantry
Division at Fort Drum, N.Y. He
was in Haiti from September
through January as part of
"Operation Uphold Democracy."
The mission to restore democracy to the Caribbean country
involved 6,000 soldiers from his
division.
Most U.S. troops are scheduled
to be withdrawn from Haiti by
the end of the month when the
operation is turned over to the
United Nations.

LaGeese retires
from Lourdes
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — After
6% years on the job, Gerald
LaGesse is retiring this summer
as president of Lourdes Hospital.
LaGesse said none of the
changes in the health care industry is responsible for his decision.
"It's just a desire to slow
down."
He said he intends to devote
more time to his family and to a
160-acre farm he bought about
four years ago.
LaGesse, 60, has been with
Lourdes' administration for more
than 15 years. He became president and chief executive officer
in January 1989. Prior to that he
served from 1974 until 1984 as
vice president of administration.

"paducah's
MOST INTERESTING STORE"
COTO

Best Prices In The Area, Guaranteed. Check With Us Before You Buy!
Just A Short Drive From Where You Are.
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Edward T. Boyd, vice president and general manager of Asher-Price In
Murray, presents Carol Julian of the Murray State University Office of
Development and Alumni Affairs a check for $12500. Fisher-Price, Calloway
County's largest employer with 1,300 employee'Is "committed to being part
of the local community and certainly Murray State Is a valuable part of the
community," Boyd said. The company's gift is the third Installment In its
pledge to the Regional Special Events Center to be built on the MSU camput

Business sponsors
event at Expo Center
•

Red Oaks Bridles to Britches will
sponsor a Jackpot Roping at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center
Saturday, March 18 beginning at 11
a.m. The event will consist of five
and seven point team roping competition.
"This is something that we have
been wanting to offer for quite some
time," says Bill Barton, owner of
Red Oaks. The Murray western
store has been a sponsor of the Expo
Center for the past three years, and
Barton says that they are excited
about hosting this event and hope to
add a jackpot calf roping later on.
Entry fees will be $20 per team,
with a payback of 70 percent. In

;TORE"

agree

*

•
•
I.

The jackpot roping is open to all
participants. There will be no
admission charge for spectators.
For more information call Barton at
(502) 759-4408, or Tony Turner at
498-8934.

outstanding students within the four
academic departments in the College of Fine Arts and Communication.

Protect your
mobile home
Find out how
Shelter's
Mobile Homeowners
package policy
covers you.
Herold "Jur Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St • liersy

Daily Monday-friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a m -7 p.m Sun 1-; p in
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
7R1-2180

II rriifivoiles•ve-dra.•
.D.6

We'll alwajrs be there for you.

II(1

REOPENING!
Friday, March 17th

Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Owner: Sue Williams
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

436-5496

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES
Regular Hours: Mon.-Thur. 9-7 • Fri.-Sat. 9-8
Sun. 12 Noon - 6 p.m.

CHAMPION OF EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
Plus
TNT Temporary Terrific Prices

Temporary N Terrific

Temporary N Terrific

Temporary N Terrific

Boneless
Center Cut

Great For Baking
Idaho

Chuck
Roast

Hamburger Buns

Potatoes

8 Ct.

10 Lb. Bag

Fluffy

Hot Dog Buns
10 Ct

$

2/$1
Prairie Farms

Field

Assorted Flavors

Orange Juice

Bologna or Franks

Bubba Cola

1/2 GaL Ctn.

16 os. Pkg.

12-12 oz. Cans

97
Shelter InarrnarCos- HareClIce Caltrntia./4065218

UPS

Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders

$189

Van De Kamp Dreaded

Houston Foods

San Pedro Jack

Fish Fillets

Caramel Corn

Mackerel

12.25 oz.

91/a Oa, Ctn.

15 os. Can

89

D

:en with
for more
ne presie officer
)that he
1984 as
iistration.

The Expo Center is located on
College Farm Road,less than a mile
from the main campus of Murray
State. The multipurpose facility
contains a 23,000 square foot arena,
seating for 2,700 spectators, staging
area, concession booths and convenient parking.

UPS Pick-Up

-0

e

3b

195ilt

MARCH 15

For Your Contenience Now Offers

register, contact the Office of Community Education,207 Collins Center, (502) 762-2160 or toll-free at
1-800-669-7654.

addition, buckles will be awarded to
the top header and heeler of both
clases.

Yastremski awarded
fellowship at MSU
David A. Yastremski of Ashley,
Pa., is the 1995 winner of the
Barbara C. Breazeale Fellowship at
Murray State University.
Yastremski, a graduate student in the
department of speech communication and theatre, is majoring in
communication education.
Yastremski won the $2,000 fellowship in competition with 10
other students in the College of Fine
Arts and Communication. The
college is comprised of radio station
WKMS-Ftwit as well as the departments of art; journalism and radiotelevision; music; and speech communication and theatre.
The 1994 graduate of the University of Scranton with a bachelor of
arts degree in communication and
secondary education said he would
like to spend five to 10 years
leaching communication at the high
school or junior college level before
going on to teach at a four-year
insitutuion of higher education .
The Barbara Cochran Breazeale
Fellowships are available through a
gift by the late Barbara C. Breazeale
of Mayfield, Ky. The benefactor
made funds available to provide a
number of grants designed to retain

Wise financial investing has become more than just a past-time of
the well heeled. Making the most of
our personal income through investment opportunitks is no longer a
luxury, it has become a necessity for
most Americans.
How to make proper investment
decisions is once again the subject
of a Murray State University evening course. Betty Boston, a Certified Financial Planner in the Murray
office of J.J.B. Hilliard and W.L.
Lyons, will share her expertise with
participants in "Investment Opportunities."
Offered as a non-credit course
through MSU's Office of Community Education,"Investment Opportunities" will explain to participants all aspects of personal financial
planning, investing for safety income and capital growth, IRAs and
mutual funds. Course discussions
will also cover protection against
risk, dealing with a stockbroker and
understanding the stock exchange.
The class begins Thursday,
March 23 and lasts through April 27
from 7 to 9 p.m. Course tuition is
$35 per person or $60 per couple.
For additional information or to

rvEDNESUAY

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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We've gone

"April Foolish"

ve,r4uk_,

RIVERFRONT
We're celebrating April Fool's Day at J.R.'s
Executive Inn by offering a 2 for I
Extravaganza March 24-April 1. Stay any
two consecutive nights, pay for the first
night and the next night's FREE!
Bring the kids & get away for Spring Break!
• coirnpac

size indoor pool • Video game roam
• Gallen& shopping

Temporary N Terrific

Everyday Low Price

Temporary N Terrific

Prairie Farms

O'Day's

Singleton

Buttermilk

Mac. & Cheese
Dinner
7/4

Shrimp
Bite
Ctn.
6

1/2 Gal. Ctn.

974

25 99
oz Box

oz.
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3m

199
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ppearing In the Showroom Lounge
CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS!
(502)443-8000 • (800)866-3636
One Executive Blvd., Paducah, KY

We accept checks for
of
amount
the
purchase only, food
stamps and manuflicturer's coupons.
Savings up to 40%
on the food you use
the most — 100%
guaranteed!

SAVE-A-LOT
FOOD STORES
Our Name Says It All"
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.

Ad Effective
Wed., March 15
Tiara
Tues., March 21
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
errors
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MSU Rodeo Club plans
events at Expo Center
In addition to three performances
of NIRA rodeo soon to hit the West
Kentucky Exposition Cenier, the
Murray State University Rodeo
Club has been planning an extravaganza of events for all ages,
The MSU rodeo team will host
teams from across the Ozark Region
March 23-25 in their final home
rodeo of the season. Located basically in the middle of the Ozark
Region which includes collegiate
programs from Michigan to Louisiana, MSU is the only school in the
region that schedules rodeos during
both the fall and spring semesters.
Performances will be at 7:30 p.m.
each night and will feature cowboys
competing in bareback and saddle
bronc ridihg, bullriding,calf roping,
team roping and steer wrestling.
Events for the ladies team will
include breakaway roping, goat tying and barrel racing. Rodeo participants compete throughout the
year earning points which will send
the top two teams,as well as the two
highest scoring individuals in each
event, to the College National Finals in Bozeman, Moni
The Expo Center will be buzzing
all day on Saturday, March 25, as
the rodeo club sponsors a Jackpot
Barrel Race beginning at 8 a.m.
MSU senior barrel racer Jenny
Keller says that this event replaces
the jackpot team roping that has
been held for the past several years.
Entry fees are $20 and participation
is open to everyone.
Immediately following the Jackpot Barrel Race,the Expo arena will
be open to youth in grades K-8 who
want to compete in a Junior Rodeo.
Also a first-time event hosted by the
rodeo club,junior rodeo is growing
in popularity and is exciting to
watch as these young cowboys and
cowgirls demonstrate their skill in
favorite rodeo events.
Keeping with tradition, and in
conjunction with the Kentucky
High School Rodeo Association,
the MSU Rodeo Club will conclude
the weekend festivities by sponsoring a high school rodeo for KHSRA
contestants on Sunday, March 26.
Having the high school rodeo in a
facility such as the Expo Center
offers advantages for all concerned.
High school participants get to
compete in the unique atmosphere
of a modern inside arena, while
college coaches and program direc-

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

ult;
. have a close view of upcoming
,taient and prospecuve NERA co/tie-QUILL
The high school rodeo will feature performances at 9 a.m. and 2
p.m. Concessions will be available
for all events. The Expo Center is
located on College Farm Road, less
than a mile from the main campus of
Murray State University. For information about ticket prices for any of
the rodeo performances call (502)
762-3125 or 762-3327.

SUPPORT OUR AREA BUSINESSES
•

Save $30-$250 on Kenmore, GE, Whirlpool,
Amana, KitchenAid and Frigidaire
refrigerators while quantities last!
Excludes special purchases

all regule
sale pri

• Adjustable glass shelves
• Gallon door storage
• Meat drawer and crisper
• All frostless design
• Textured steel doors
While quantifies lost

Was 1149.99

Excludes RCA DSS and Boa

Sale 949.88

One day only! Saturdi
Doors open at

Less 10% 854.89
You save 295.10

ERN
factory-installed icensaker!
A $100 value
fl111.sersoarro..

Kenm-or
-7el

ra-large
pacity dryer

Extra-large
capacity washer

11.1....111111116

4 cycles
2 temperature settings

• 6 cycles, 2 water levels
• 3 water temperatures

63871

Closeout!
18.2 cu. ft.- refrigerator

only

White only

Less 10%
You save

359.10
39.90

287.10
31-90

Less 10%
You save

Cm.
32./
gas
cultivc

Adjustable glass shelves, gallon door storage,
twin crispers, meat drawer. All frostless design!

$319

Sears low price

$399

Sears low price

While quantities last

65812

Was 669.99

Sale 629 88

Less 10%
You save

566.89
103.10
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UltraWash" Ill-America's
best dishwashing system.

UltraWash- Ill-America's
best dishwashing system.

30-in, electric range with a
self-cleaning automatic oven.

4-head VCR with front mount
A/V jacks, jog and shuttle

RCA camcorder with 12:1 power 18-in. 2.3
zoom lens and flying erase head Lo-kick Sr

Reg. 409.99

Reg. 499.99

Reg. 599.99

Sears low price

Sears low price

Sale 339 99 through March 18

Less 10%
You save

. ,,.. 429 99 through March 18

305.99 Less 10%
*104 You save
i

386.99
*113

Sale 499 99 through April 1

Less 10%
You save

199.99

431.99 Less :10°h
*168 You save

179.99
*20

599.99

Less 10%
You save

Reg. 189.9

539.99 Less '
*60 You s
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Kenmore*1
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can be locked in
for one year

Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
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95534(Mk 094420)

89500

1.2 Cu. ft. microwave oven with
12.0 amp vac with quick draw
0.8 cuff. microwave oven with
775 watts and automatic defrost 900 watts and automatic defrost. wands and Power Path system".
Reg. 169.99

11.11.4";

Sole 12Q99 through Ace' 1

Less 10%
You save

Reg. 199.99

sole 149 99 through Aonl I

116.99 Less 10%
*53 You save

134.99
*65

Reg. 199.99 '

sow 14999 through April 1

Less 10%
You save

134.99
*65

Hitachi 50-in. TV with picture-inpicture- and universal remote.

Rack stereo with CD changer,
dual cassette. whs.quoniNiesiost.

Sears low price

Was 799.99

1999.99

Less 10% 1799.99 Less 10%
You save
*200 You save
Your locally owned

Robert Duncan
Woodmen Building
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-6050

e

110%

Closeout!
21.6 Cu- ft.'
refrigerator

89250

.41

Is11J1.
,

Closeout! All 1994
refrigerators!

.

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial guaranteed rate for amounts over $5,000
is:
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502-759-9672
630 N. 4th St. (Next to Lassiter Plasted • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOLMIERN WALI. SYSTEMS INC.

753-0489

600 Main St.

Will Build
To Your
Specfications!

*Office Furniture &
Cabinets
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
•Solid Surface Counter Tops

Ronnie, Ross .5 Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

turing?

0

D WOODWORKING

Ross Insurance Agency

Kenmore
'

C

CABINETS

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

MSU offers
computer
courses
Is your word processing software
underutilized? Is it supposed to do
tricks that you still fail to coax out of
it? If so, you might consider
enrolling in an evening course at
Murray State University on the
popular software WordPerfect, version 6.0 for DOS.
Intermediate WordPerfect is designed for the computer operator
with some keyboarding skills who
may already know the basics of this
software. This four-week intermediate course covers fonts and
graphics, split screens, print queue,
database sorting and selecting, and
document assembly.
Intermediate WordPerfect will
meet Monday evenings from 6 to 9
p.m. The first class will meet March
20, with additional sessions March
27, April 3 and April 10. Dr. Buddy
Krizan, professor of business education at Murray State, will instruct
the class.
A tuition fee of $100 includes a
WordPerfect handbook and diskette. For additional information or
to register for Intermediate WordPerfect, contact Murray State's Office of Community Education, 207
Collins Center; or call (502) 7622160 or toll-free at 1-800-6697654.
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Life Insurance Society
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Sale 699.88

lied Environmental surcharges extra We try to have
adequate stock or advertised items When out or stocks
occur you hove a choice I) a ranched, or 2) a sub
slitute 'tern at ltie some percentage discount it the item
was reduced or 31 on equal or better itern at the adver
hsed price if the item was not reduced Excludes limited
offers special orders and items not normolly avail

Sears low

629.89 Less
170.10 You s

and Operated Soars Authorized Retail Dealer Store 10% off say ngs not valid

YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
Items at most larger stores Outlet stores excluded
Some maid appliances electronics availoble by
special order at smaller stores Reductions from regular
prices unless otherwise staled Items not described as
reduced or as special purchases are at reg price
Special purchases are not reduced and ore limited in
quantity Prices do nol include delivery unless spec i

10-in. ca;
two exte

able at your Sears IMPORTANT CREDIT DETAILS Soles
Iris delivery or installation not included in monthly pay
ments shown Actual monthly payment can vary
depending on your account balance $400 minimum
purchase required to open a SearsCharge PLUS account
Seam Roebuck and Co MS
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Spring is just around the corner.
'Spring House Map
•Watermelon & Sunflower
Umbrellas
*Silk Pansies & Sunflowers

iters

*Large Selection of
Spring Baskets
*Easter Decorations
'Spring Afghans

AftsititA
V
MURRAY FAMILY VIVI A

414
Holland Drug.

resolutionsolution4- 209

••
753-1442

109 5. 4th St

MSU nursing students
conduct class project
N 121h St • 759-9622

1510ChestnutSt•753-4295

Murray State University's community health nursing students we
coming to the understanding that a
career in nursing may be more
inclusive than they had anticipated,
thanks to their work at a homeless
shelter in Paducah.
This class project is one of many
that provides seniors with the opportunity to gain hands-on experience during their final semester of
school,according to Oleta Burkeen,

cal Sears In Murray, KY

CRAFTSMAN//
IMI=1=1111

17 ;

3% off

mular and
e prices!!

A. Craftsman 13-HP,
42-in, lawn tractor

A. 25250

• Briggs & Stratton I/C Gold engine
• 6-speed transaxle with reverse
• 6 cutting height positions between
1 /2 and 4-in.
• Tight 25/2-in, turning radius
• Heavy-duty sector and pinion steering

ides RCA 0541 and Rose',inducts

nly! Saturday. March 18!
ors open at8 AM

1299.99
1199 99

Reg. price
Safe price through March 1.8

Less 10%
You save

CRAFTSMAN*

1079.99
*220

B. 5.5-HP,22-in.
power-propelled
rear bag mower
• Briggs & Stratton engine
• Vac edge deck
• 4-position folding handle
• 14x2-in. rear wheels provide easy
'maneuverability for rough/hilly terrain

B. 37292
79750

269.99
*30

Less 10%
You save

c. 4.0-HP,22-in.

side discharge mower
• Briggs & Stratton Quattro engine
offers one-pull starts with solid state ignition
• 2 speeds for light or heavy cutting
• Vac edge deck
• Mulch, discharge or bag (bagger extra)
• 5 mowing heights between 118-378-in.

c===

DI

Craftsman
32.8 cc,2-cycle
gas mini-cultivator

storage,
s design!

Cultivates a 7-in. to 10-in. path! Has worm and
gear transmission, convenient throttle control
on handles plus an adjustable stake support.
199.99
Sears low price

CRAFTSMAN'

161.99
*18

Less 10%
You save

C. 38280

CRAFTSMAN'

CRAFTSMAN' _
,

179.99

Sears low price

179.99
*20

Less 10%
You save

CRAFTSMAN'

CRAFTSMAN'
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15292

•
27185
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11-HP gas chipper/shredder can Cordless 9.6-volt, 8-cell drill with
f with 12:1 power 18-in. 2.3-C.I.D. gas chain saw.
tying erase head Lo-kick sprocket nose guide bar. chip branches 3-in. in diameter. 2 battery packs. white quantities iost.
99.99
599.99 Reg. 189.99 Sale 169 99 through March 18 Reg. 569.99 Sole 549 99 through March 18 Special purchase

o

539.99 Less 10%
*60 You save

152.99 Less 100/n
*37 You save

CRAFTSMAN'

CRAFTSMAN'

Mit
DIGITAL M117.0

•

.,... ..

.

,..

494.99 Less 10%
*75 You save

299.99

Sears low price

89.99 Less 10%
*10 You save

5.0-HP, 16-gal, wet/dry vac with
accessories. Our most powerful!

89.99
*10

4.........

65783

33618

99 99

Sears low price

269.99 Less 10%
*30 You save

Kenmore'

CRAFTSMAN

lir

4.0-HP, 25-gal. air compressor
runs on 110v, converts to.220v.
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.*.- .........•••.....

Save
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on all Kenmore
water heaters
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118-pc. mechanic's tool set
with carry case. WM,quanilles last

10-in, cast iron table saw with
two extensions. Develops 3 HP.
_
399.99 Special purchase
Sale 699.88 Sears low price

1 CD changer,

Mlle quor49144 loSi.

629.89 Less 10%
170.10 You save

99.99

Reg. 99.99

69.89
30.10

36424/524R

10W0 Off

the sale price!

Sale 49 90 through March 18

Less 10%
You save

44.99
*16

Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY
Phone 753-2310
Hours Mon -Sat 9-6; Sun

--wiworwra

•

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Dailv
•(

Owned 8, Operated By Opal Hart
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Student opinions about KERA,
the education goals of Kentucky's
next governor and specialized training clinics were the focus of members of the Calloway County Board
of Education during the 59th annual
conference of the Kentucky School
Boards Association (KSBA) Feb.
24-26 in Louisville.
Tim Stone, John Nix, Robert W.
McDaniel,Rick Murdock and Steve
Grogan were among an estimated
1,100 school board members and
district administrators from across
Kentucky who took part in information and training sessions during the
conference.
Annual training is required of all
members of local boards of education under the Kentucky Education
Reform Act (KERA) of 1990.
Participants chose from among
more than 30 training sessions covering subjects including sexual harassment as a learning barrier, ideal
school building size, year-round
schools, redistricting attendance
boundaries, putting basic values in
the curriculum, the future of the
KIRIS academic assessment test,
reducing insurance losses, school
boards and site-based councils
working together and the impact of
new population demographics on
schools.
Keynote addresses came during a
forum with the candidates in this
year's governor's race and from a
panel of Kentucky students who
discussed instruction and learning
opportunities under the KERA.
"School board members need to
stay up-to-date and exchange ideas,
just as teachers and administrators
do," said KSBA President Anna
Dean Hammond. "This meeting is a
rare opportunity for board members
and administrators to discuss problems and solutions, get advice from
authorities in many areas of education and gain insight into the issues
affecting our schools."

SUBSCRIBE

polo Store. 10% off sowings not void with other coupon offers. Loso 10% prig* Maori Includes 10% savings.
Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale
advertised Most larger items inventoried in warehouses Allr
reasonable time for delivery Appliance prices are for while
Ce;ors connectors extra Retriaeralor cemaker hoeb up ai
dishwasher installation extra Gas model dryers pH'r' Nat

Board members
attend clinics

DieHard WeatherHandler
battery. AU prices good Mtn twode-In.
Reg. 59.99

sof. 77 66 through March 18

89.99 Less 10%
*10 You save

359.99 Less 10%
*40 You save

Plus...take an
additional

6-drawer chest and cabinet
tool storage combination

associate professor of nursing at
Murray State.
Burkeen said the Paducah
Cooperative Ministry, which is supported by churches and the Paducah
and McCracken County community, as well as a federal grant.
operates the shelter which allows
the MSU seniors to get an overall
view of the homeless community.
"We go weekly and visit each
person, check on health needs and
do limited lab work," Burkeen said.
"This provides students with a variety of clinical experience."
"Health care for the homeless is
hard to come by," said Jo Ann Ross,
director of the Paducah cooperative
Ministry. "We really appreciate the
service the Murray State students
provide."
Items such as dishes, clocks, bed
linens and drapes donated by Murray State students, faculty and area
churches, are distributed during the
first 10 weeks of the fall and spring
semesters.
Students try to assess things that
are particularly needed by each
family, Burkeen said. "We try to
identify things we can help them
with, because these are people who
have lost everything," Burkeen said.
"This project has broadened my
view of my career," said Malinda
Doss, senior nursing student of
Central City. "I now realize that
nursing is not just hospital based."
Doss applied her experience to
students of other majors saying,"It's
important not to be so narrowminded on one area of your field,
but rather to see what else you can
do for the community."
Valerie Beck, a senior nursing
student from Mayfield agrees.
"Going to the Paducah shelter has
opened my eyes," she said. "I am
now much more comfortable dealing with people with special needs."
Burkeen encourages anyone interested in donating items for this
project to call the Murray State
nursing department at (502) 7626225.
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FISH Dinners Thurs & Fn
nights Carryout welcome
Take Me Back Cate
753-6425
I-••••• Landocape Sertu•••

(502) 753-5726

Growing lawn maintenance corntiany Is now
taking applIcatioris for
full time seasonal employees. Calls will be
taken Mon.-Fri. between 9 am.-5 p.m.
only.
•

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1-800-6493804

'FOR MONEY CALL NO
CREDIT, SLOW CREDIT,
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
App (800)745-4036 ext
153
FOR Stanley home products see or call Winnie
Love 222 S 11th St
753-2342
PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502-3353004 $1 00 per
minute
WATKINS' World famous
products extracts spices,
personal care plus FREE
mail- order catalog Call
1-502 395 1913 Cindy Independent Representative

DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

TAX

Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

Personale

"The Income Tar Professionals"
INDIVIDUAL• BUSINESS•FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE•PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE

'''fifEcTRONIC
arAir FILING
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

PATTY'S 1880s Restaur
ant Some special It's a
slow time of year, so please
feel free to come out and
visit without all the crowds
at beautiful Kentucky Lake,
home of the 2' pork chop
Call 502-362-8844 for
reservations
050
Lost
And Found

Do Something For You & Other Women Too!
S1.00 of all services or 104 of all retail
trill be donated to Women's Breast
Cancer Foundation until May 31st.

LOST Small female bea
gle, answers to the name o
Cry Baby, in the Ellis
Wrather Rd area, family
pet. 753-7595 leave
message

)
(Shampoo & Set $5.00
525.00
I till Set Acrylic Nails
Pedicure - Manicure - Book One
Receive Other At Half

Price.
'fringe 'Benefits 7534137 759-1874
604V2 Broad St. Ext.

Hair.

Nails

/ ALPINE

•Nxkrtgdfriciati,
•

Clarion
Ainlk

ILA NZ"

(=a

Tapes

CL)
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
lii

On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Opening March 17th
Order from menu 11-3 p.m.
-1.111
Smorgasbord 4-9 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Early Bird 11-3 p.m.. - $4.95
Closed Wednesdays

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service
We represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years arid
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

Ful/ & part-time positions available. Apply
in person at

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

025

Hodge and Noel

mcDonaldS
I,
Now Accepting
Applications
For Closers &
Maintenance.

Guaranteed 5 years

Part & Full Time
Dell Help
Apply in person.
Owen's
Food Market
CARPET helper, experienced preferred Professional Carpet Installation
901-498-8397
COMPUTER users
needed Work own hours
$20K to $50Kyr 24 Hours
714-251-3311x486
CONVENIENCE store
cashier, midnight shift
753-3195
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm.
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
EARN $1000S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES, INFORMATION, NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STERLING DEPT 33, PO BOX
149167 ORLANDO, FL
32814
EXPERIENCED carpenter,
framing & finish work
436-2766
HVAC electrical & refrigeration company looking for
someone willing to learn a
new trade Experience
helpful but not necessary
Send resume to Zalesco
Services, 453 Hunter Rd
Benton, KY 42025

McDonald's
Murray, Ky.
r

- —

LAW ENFORCEMENT
JOBS, NO EXP. NECESSARY. Now hiring, US customs, officers, Etc. For info
call (219)794-0010 ext.
3007,8am to lOpm. 7 days

HELP WANTED
SPEECH
THERAPISTS
Purchase
District
Health Department
currently has openings for Speech
Therapists to provide services under
contract to the following
counties:
Calloway, Graves,
Marshall
McCracken.
Discuss our pay plan
with per-visit and
travel
reimbursement.
Applicants
must be licensed in
Kentucky. Contact
Jeanetta
Berry,
Home Health Administrator (502) 4449625,
ext.
54.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.
NIGHT hostess, night
servers, flexible cook
753-9257 ask for Mike
NO EXPERIENCE. $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS)
NOW hiring counter personnel Day & night, part
time Apply in person, Captain D's, Murray, Ky
NOW hiring all positions at
Christophers Steak House
& Smorgasbord Apply in
person between the hours
of 10 and 5
NURSES Aide full time
11pm- 7am, would prefer
CMA or CNA but will train
Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions
Apply in person - Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr, Murray. EOE.
PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service is now accepting
applications for clerical in
the Murray area. Must
apply at the Village Office
Center next door to Cans
Jeep Eagle on Hwy 641
North between the hours of
Sam-5pm
POSTAL JOBS Start
$12 08/hr plus benefits
For exam and application
info ca11219-794-0010 Ext
KY 109 8am to lOpm 7
days
SERVERS needed Mostly
weekend work Apply at
Seven Seas between 4pm6pm Toes thru Thur No
phone calls please

THE Whitney Young Scholars 11th grade summer
Institute will be held, July
23- August 4,1995, on the
MSU Campus There are
many positions open to
applicants such as ResiLABORERS NEEDED, dental Advisors, Peer
must be reliable & willing to Counselors, Career Devework Contact Holtman's lopment, Cultural AwareNursery, 94E
ness, Teacher Assistants,
and Teachers (certified for
9th 12th) in English. Math,
Science, and Foreign Lan
guage Applications are
The Life Associavailable in Ordway Hall,
ates is seeking a
Student Affairs Office Interviews will be held March
full-time, profes27-28, 1995 Call 762 3088
sional individual
for further information
for a position In
the Lit. & Heatth
IMMEDIATE
Insurance Industry. We are seeking
an
industrious
person, willing to
learn. If you currently have experience in the industry you area step
ahead. Send your
resume to P.O.
Box 226, Benton,
KY 42025.

OPENINGS!
Paid Training! Earn
more than SNO0a month
to learn an exciting new
career skill.CallToday!
The Kentucky
National Guard
1-800-372-7601.
Let Eddie Dillon
502-753-8210
explain the advantages
of Guard membership.

150

270

270

Help
Wanted

Want
To &,

/Akio*
For Sate

Mobile
Homes For Sal.

WANTED person with retail sales experience
Knowledge of lumber &
hardware helpful Apply in
person, Myers Lumber, 500
S 4th St Murray

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36'out to length
m 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalurrie Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

12,60 2BR newly remodeled, South Marshall Area,
must be moved, $3500
obo 618-2543506

NW,
Monied

Molls*

Noise

140

060

I •I

WE seek entrepreneurs
who want to exit the rat
race Call today 753-2284
Box 214
070
Domestic
Childcare
CLEANING houses s my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
HOUSE cleaning will do an
excellent and thorough job
Supplies furnished, references available Call
Wanda 435-4640
WILL clean houses rea
sonable rates, references
437-4064
090
Poeltioe
Wanted
CERTIFIED nurse practitioner with 8yrs of experience in family practice
seeks part or full time position 753-2959
100

Business
Opportunity

CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray
JUNK cars & trucks Phone
753-3633 ask for Larry
OLD photography and
printing equipment Send
list to 603 Main, Murray or
call 753-5470
WANT old record or tape
with the song.TWO UTTLE
Call
CHILDREN'
759-9215

12HP 32- cut, rear engine
Toro riding mower., 3yr old,
$750. 753-5463.
5FT metal contruction lob
box
492-8516 or
762-7221
A/C- Large 30,000 BTU
window air conditioner_
Checked & serviced late fall
1994, $450. 492-8858
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446

BRAND new trampoline,
LEASE: Mini MartGrocery used a couple of weeks, still
on lake route Assistance have receipt Will sell for
with opening cost. $240 paid $269 753-0545
(502)437-4326 after 5pm. after 3pm
DINING room table, extra
leaf, two chairs Screen
door and hardware, golf
bag 759-4675
ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
HARD FOR sale Large Toshiba
OF MEMORYDRIVE FULL- if this de- copier, originally bought for
scribes your computer bank, makes fair copies,
call HAWKINS RE- $350 Call 753-9654 beSEARCH now 753-7001. tween 8- 4.30
LOOK FOR HAWKINS HOME and commercial
RESEARCH IN THE DI- suntan beds Wholesale
XIELAND SHOPPING prices on new and used
CENTER THIS SPRING. beds, also a complete line
of lotions, parts, lamps and
acrylics. Bob Allen
7 5 3 - 4 29 9
or
1-800-633-3459.

CLASSIFIED

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-FrL 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment
4

Hwy. 641 North •

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

NEW sequin and beaded
prom dresses arriving
weekly Rent or sale Sizes
2-3X large Tux rental also
Uptown Girl Boutique 98
West 5th St. Benton Ky
(502)527-8899
PROM dress, long black &
gold & copper sequined
Size 8,$250 firm 492-8786
leave message
SUNTAN beds, new &
used, buy, sell or trade
Parts & service on all beds.
We have lamps & lotions in
stock Call Sonny Hooks
502-753-9274
or
1-800-540-9790
USED student desk, used
wood chairs, also hand
strip & refinished furniture
George Hodge 806 Coldwater Rd Murray

111811

Apply in person
Murray Employment Agency
Southside Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
759-2150
-no fee to job seekers-

PUT your income tax return
to work for you' Take ad
vantage of small down payment financing available
thru Volunteer Homes and
invest in a new or reconditioned home today' Stop by
for more details at Volunteer Homes. Hwy 79 Pars,
Tn 38242 901-642-4466

12x6.5 3BR, 2full baths, w/d
hookup, newly decorated
$4500 cam 753-6012 after
5c1m
1973 12x64 TOWNHOUSE, 3br, 1 bath with
taccuzzi spacious living
room & kitchen $4800 obo
753-4938

WANTED' Good used mo
bile homes Volunteer
homes will grve you top
dollar for your trade in on
one of our beautiful new or
reconditioned homes Also
easy financing available
with either trade in or 5%
cash down Hurry while
super offer lasts Volunteer
Homes Inc. Hwy 79 Paris
Tn 38242 901-642-4466

1981 1470 3br 1-2 baths,
refrigerator, stove, w/c1
hook-up, concrete steps,
underpinning, axles, storage shed, $7000 obo
753-9745
1985 CONNELL 14x60
2br, all electric appliances
$8500 753-7975

280

BANK Repo., $500 down
& low monthly payments
28 3br, can be seen at
Today's Homes in Draffenville 502 527 5645

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR mobile home, C hie,
water furnished $275/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898

LESS than payoff, 1993
Gateway 16x80, 3br, 2
bath, laundry room, dishwasher 502-328-8365

2BR trailer, no pets
753-9866

Appliances
FOR sale_ Refrigerator
1992 Magic Chef 186 CU
h., almond with ice maker
Call 435-4390

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

FOR sale Speed Queen
washer & dryer, $200 for
both 436-2511.

Knights of Columbus Hall

VERY nice refrigerator WI
ice maker, $200 753-9016

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq Hale Road, right on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile

(Doors open •t

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

160
Home
Furnishing.
BASSETT pine dining table
& 4 chairs, 2pc china cabinet, dry sink, $400/all.
759-1737.
FULL size canopy bed, 6
drawer dresser w/ mirror.
Antique white/ gold trim
plus matching multi- cOiCif
canopy cover, 2pr Gurtains
bedspread. Phone
753-7950
JENNY Lind crib with
matching changing table
and high chair, bumper
pad, dust ruffle, sheets,
comforter, blanket, diaper
stacker, wail hanging and
curtains, excellent condition. Call 759-4967 or
759-1983.
WINGBACK chair, new
Moral pattern, very reasonably priced. 753-7631.

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
Murray

P.O. Box 1033

4Ugly

America's Second Car

Duckling
LaL=MM
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classi-

165
Antiques
MOVING furniture & antiques for sale, by appt only
753-3947

fieds every day,including the Shopper,

for S160 a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.
'

Vanderbilt Chemical
Murray, Ky.
will be accepting applications
for chemical operators
March 13-17 only.

Mobile
Homes For &Me

BARNS for rent: A.G. bur
ley, dark fired. 753-1300
9am-6pm or 489-2116
7pm-10pm.
HAHN hi boy sprayer
502-753-3935
JD 6 row planter, no tit AC
9 row no til planter.
492-8411

SUPER
CARPET & AREA
RUG SALE
EXTRA HEAVY 64 OZ. CARPET
$995

psy

Compare to '18x
Take a Giant Step
for Your Career!

shoe sensa-non
Join the strongest retail shoe team in the Mckiest
We are in search ol aggresses, relocatable video:fuels
b start u manager trainee b train 3-6 moats before
promoting b store manager Previous shoe or retail
ucenence a plus Previous management menence a MUSTI
We offer SALARY PLUS BENEFITS, PAID VACATION, GROUP HEALTH, SPECIAL EMPLOYEE
DISCOUNT, OPPORTUNITIES TO GROW
SEND RESUME TODAYI
Shoe Sensation
Chestnut Hills Plaza
718 N. 12th St.
ENTERPRISES U.& Huy. 641 1 Ky. Rey. 121
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Area Director,
Rocklin Russell

Hoary
EquOm•rd
FOR sale 200db forklift
tow motor, triple action, ex
cellent condition
502-753-5561
200
Sports
Equipment
BUYING a gun? Call me
itst, federally licensed
dealer will order what you
want at a discount pncel
759-4110
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650

The City of Murray has the folkiwing vacancy as listed:

FIREWOOD $30/ delivered, $25/ u -haul
436-2778 or 435-4490
240

1. Sanitation Worker (Entry Level) in the
Sanitation Division. Grade 9 Salary Range
$11,236 - $15,000
Job applications and description for the
above listed position is available at the City
Clerk's office located at 5th & Poplar Streets
in the City Hall Building.
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00
p.m. March 17, 1995
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
Employer
Drug screening will be required of all
applicants.

MONSANTO STAIN BLOCKER
Special Purchase, 1st Quality Trackless
One Color - Called Quartz
Taupe/Beige Color
Limited Offer • 100 yds. & up
$709
psy
•
Add '1" yd. for under 100 yds.

AUTO/BOAT
CARPET
99C
from

psy

OUTDOOR
GRASS
Starts at $249 psy

BEST SELECTION & PRICE ON
COMMERCIAL CARPET.
HUGE SELECTION!
LOWEST PRICE ANYWHERE ON
BOUND/FRINGED AREA RUGS

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

POSITION VACANCIES

• Beige

SLOW DRAINS? DRAIN
CARE ends slow drains
Removes years of build up
in wee and it's safe to use
Money back GUARANTEED' Available at Murray
True Value Hardware
Auto Hardware Northsicie
shopping center

CLASSIFIED

2,500 Pieces
6X9 Berber Bound & Fringed

$29"

4X6 Berber Bound & Fringed

$16"

3X5 Berber Bound & Fringed
$9"
Also Hand Made & Oriental on Sale
Limited Time
QUALITY PRODUCTS AND
ALWAYS THE BEST VALUES'

901-498-8161
Hwy 641, one mile S oh Hazel, Ky or across
from Governor's Mall behind Wendy's
Clarksvdie, Tn. • 815-562-8787
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

Molds
Noses For Red

11

NICE 2br on large private
Id 7 mi East of Murray Call
Linzy Beane resident
436-2582
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
eiectsc or gas Walking de
lance to college 753 5209
SMALL trailer for rent
474-8066

We

1

285
Home Late For Rent

tax return
Take ad
kern payavailable
)(nes and
r recondiy! Stop by
at Volun79, Pans,
42-4466

used moolunteer
you top
ede in on
il new or
nes Also
available
in a 5%
rry while
Volunteer
79 Paris
42-4466

gent

e, C h/a.
$275/mo
3 9898
o pets

MOBILE Home Village, wa
ter furnished $80/mo Col
eman RE 753-9896
NEW part, newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup & city water $100/mo
492-8488
PRIVATE mobile home lot
lor rent, lOrm East of Mur
ray 759-9708

Apnoeas
For Reed

HAZEL Apartments. Hazel
KY now taking applications
You must be 62. handicapped or disabled Rent
based on income Equal
Housing Opportunity
527-8574 or 492-8721
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applicabons tor
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apart
(rents now acoepong appli
cations for 1 2br apart
merits Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEW 2br, 2 bath duplex
Gas heat Deposit required
$450/month 753-1623
nights

NEW4brduplex.2% bath,
appliances, garage, w/d
hook-up, now available,
300
5635/mo (12 mo lease)
Ikelasse
New 3br duplex, 2 bath,
Real*
appliances, garage, w/d
1000 SO. FT. new building hook-up, available May 1,
suitable for retail, office or 5625/mo (12 mo lease)
Call 2BR apt. $245. IBA apt
beauty shop
$235 Downtown now avail753-0035.
able. Deposit required, no
DOWNTOWN office space pets 753-4937, 436-2741
from
available across
nights.
courthouse $95/mo includNICE 2br, lake view duplex,
ing all utilities. 753-1266
10 min to Murray, exclusive
RETAIL or Office Space in neighborhood, $250/mo.
S Side Shopping Center 527-9639 bud
753-4509 or 753-6612
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous310
ing. Apply in person at
Want
Southside Manor, 906
To Red
Broad St Extended, beWANTED to rent in Callo- tween 8am-12noon No
way Co.- country lot with phone calls please. Equal
well and septic for mobile Housing Opportunity
home, no parks. Phone
SUPER nice 1br apartment
436-6075
at Farmington Square. 11
miles from Murray All appliances furnished.
320
$320/mo includes water &
•
trash pick-up. Deposit &
lease required. No pets.
345-2748 or 762-4483.
1,2,38D apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
30
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
pets.
Hanes
days,753-0606 after 5pm
For Rant
1BR apt $200/mo, partial
utilities, near campus. 1615 BELMONT, 3br,lrvirig
bath, cenroorn, den,
753-0439 or 759-9980.
tral gas heat & air, stove,
1BR duplex on Hwy 280, refrigerator, dishwasher
energy efficient No pets outside storage building.
$285/mo +deposit
Rent $550, dep $500 refer753-8848 before 9pm
ence 753-0430

Ar=

1BR furnished apt
5200/mo plus deposit, no
pets, Hwy 121 at the fair
grounds. 753-3139.

071

1 LARGE bedroom lots of
closets, water furnished
close to campus 753-0859
or 753-5214
1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109
1 or 2BR furnished or unfurnished, no pets
753-6609
1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU, partial utilities
furnished. Available now.
Coleman RE, 753-9898.

A
ET

ER
ess

3
psy
ON

29"
16"
$9"
Ile

roSS

2BR house in Murray, with
full 2br basement apt will
rent separately, $350 up,
$200 down or both for
$450/mo plus deposit.
753-7724 or 753-5303.
2BR house on 121 North
Newly decorated Deposit
& references 753-1651 or
489-2266
3BR 2 bath 803 N 17th St
central gas h/a, $475/mo,
appliances furnished, no
pets lease & deposit required 76244-83 8 4pm
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY Cozy 2br Southwest of Murray, 5300/mo
plus deposit, no pets.
435-4294

1. ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive. Utilities furnished.
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities. Walk VACANT 313 N. 5th, 2br
bath, nicely decorated,
to MSU. Coleman RE
large yard, central gas
753-9898.
heat, air conditioning, no
2BR 1 bath appliances pets.
753-5292
furnished, gas heat, carport. $425/mo, 1 month de360
posit, 1yr lease, no pets.
For Rent
753-2905 or 753-7536
Or Lease
2BR 2 bath duplex, apCREEKVIEW Self-storage
pliances furnished, w/d
warehouses on Center
hook-up, central h/a,
Drive behind Shoney's.
$475/mo, 1 month deposit, $20-$40/mo.
759-4081.
year lease, no pets
NORTHWOOD Storage
753-2905 or 753-7536
presently has units avail2BR apartment for rent. No able. Call
753-2905,
pets. Near campus. 753-7536.
753-5980.
2BR duplex with central
h/a, outlets for w/d, carport,
no pets 753-9741
2BR duplex in Northwood,
energy efficient, central
h/a, appliances furnished,
no pets, lease & deposit
required 753-7185.

370
Ladled
& Supplies
2YR old APHA golden Palarnino gelding. Extremely
quiet & gentle, 4 white
stockings, broke very well,
has great potential & very
versatile, Leo breeding,
$1500. 753-8506.

2BR duplex off 94E,
$300/mo, deposit, no pets, HAY: Round bails, 1100energy efficient 753-8848 1200Ibs, $18/ea Call
901-782-3439 if no answer
before 9pm
leave message
2BR Embassy Apartments,
central gas heat, available
380
now. 5303/mo Coleman
Peet
RE, 753-9898
Ii Smiles
2BR spacious basement
apt., w/d, $200/mo Cal
489-2741

ON
3S

7B

320

26n
I

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15, 1995

DOG Day Afternoon.
759-1768.

FOR sale: Bird dog pup2BR upstairs apt No pets, pies, $35/ea. Call
refrigerator, stove furn- 436-2778
ished.. 4 miles out 121 S.
$285/mo plus deposit. FREE to county home. 2
large dogs male brown and
489-2296
tan neutered, female tan
2111R, very nice, central h/a, spayed Great watch dogs
appliances & lawn mainte- 753-7721
nance furnished Coleman
RE. 753-9898
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
38R, 2 bath, low utilities,
Classes or private lessons
with garage, $550/mo •
Serving Murray for over
753-3293 after 6pm
12yrs 436-2858
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
PEG'S Dog Grooming
with carport, gas heat, ap753-2915
pliances, no pets, deposit &
lease 1817 Ridgewood TONY'S Pet Supply Plus
$425 753-7457
has all your pet needs We
specialize in small breed
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake pet grooming Dixieland
land Weedy Village. 1br Shopping Center
759-2248
apartment, utilities in
cluded, rent based on in
come 558 older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-364-8888

CLASSIFIED

•

MOVING SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
?
10 WM
13661 U.S Hwy. NE
between Aurora and
Jonathan Creek

Uonstit piano $200,
black leather couch
solid
$50, rnisc
cherry wood furniture
and nik-naks

X-TRA SPECIAL
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat
March 17 & 18
?
8 a.m
Go past Dulch Essenhaus on 121 North, turn
right on Roy Graham
Rd., go 1 1/4 mile.
HuMmsis,

GOSbI 491. magus OK
ioys teaks, luggage, hid,
WV* and much midi

YARD SALE
Thurs., April 16
12 p.m.-5 p.m.
Fri., April 17
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
413 S. 8th St.
Baby items, dories and
furniture, picture by Nagel,
otter pictures, childs bicycle with training wheels, tv
stand, drapes, clothes, lots
of odds and ends

420

Home
Wad

ABLE Mortage-Refinance
specialist- bad credit ok
1-800-715-5222.
3313

Saw
Estate
17 ACRES,3br brick, shop,
barns, Hardin area,
$89,900, assumable
$19,000 down,640/mo,8%
fixed 502-362-8632.
FOR your Real Estate
needs, including Auction,
see Wilson Realty on 121
South or call 753-5086
HALEY Appraisal Service
Haley
Bob
call
502-489-2266.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
435

Lake
Property
25 WOODED waterfron
acres for sale. Fronting on
Ky lake. A unique property
with lovely lake views and
easy lake access Offered
at $112,000. Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
MLS *3000233.
NEWLY remodeled 3br
house, screen porch. New;
carpet, 1000 sq ft. addition
attached garage, furniture,
appliances, vinyl siding,
roof. Gently sloping lot to
lake located on Ky lake,
10mi from Murray.
753-2339.

2 LOTS for sale in Preston
Heights, all utilities available. 753-9741.
rip
Homes
For Sale

FRESH on eve market Loon Sunset Blvd Spa•
cious bock ranch, newly
redecorated throughout
This home has over 2250
sq ft tying area central
gaslheat, central electric
air, 2 fireplaces abundant
storage area Offered in the
upper 80s ihni Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 MLSsi
3000285

2-31x in aty. Starts at mid
50's, financing available,
payments less than rent
Sidewalks, storm sewers,
curbs & all underground
utilities 753-4444
NEW brick home N 16th
across from Sullivans Golf
Course 3br 3 bath, utility,
dining, large master bedroom with whirpool tub, 2
car garage with pebble
stone drive and walks Call
after 5pm 422-8873.
NEW construction, NW
area, 3br 2 bath. Ready for
move-in, brick, vaulted ceiling, 2 car garage In
$80,000's Call Grey's
Properties, 759-2001.
NEW custom built 3br 2 Vi
bath house with formal dining room, large eat-in
kachen, three car garage,
and too many amenities to
list Call 753-3903 after
5pm
NEW home; Coles Campground Rd. 3br 2 bath, can
• gas & electric, 1900sq ft
living area on 1.22 acres,
nice. Call Mar Cal Realty
753-4444.

Motorcycles
1992 YAMAHA Big Bear 4
wheel drive, excellent condition, extra tires & options
527-1038
KAWASKI KZ550 LTD
Good shape, black, new
tires & battery, $1100 firm
753-2339

14FT Potartualt ion boat
4I1 bottom 25hp electnc
start Johnson Minnkota
trolling motor & trailer
753-9603
1994 CROWNLINE 182,
4 3, V-6, Lk all options,
white & red. lots of accessories excellent condition,
thus! sell' $13,000
(502)664-2764
USED boats TOWS trail
ars & salvage parts for sale
Boat & motor repair all
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Repair from Murray take
121S 502 436 5464

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulching & mulch hauling, gutter cleaning Cleanup junk, garbage Odd lobs,
also Al househld moving.
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436 2247
or 492 8737
ALL around hauling, mow mg tree work leaf removal.
cleaning out gutters, Joe
436 2867

1979 TOYOTA Corolla,
$600 753-8831
1982 CHEVROLET Caprice, $950. 492-8475.
1986 CAVALIER Z-24
loaded, all options, good
mech., $2150 obo
753-1522 or 759-4806
1987 FORD Crown Victoria, white, 4dr, 114,XXX
miles, new tires, asking
$1800. 502-376-5178
1988 MERCURY Sable,
V-6, full power, all options,
Michelin tires, well cared
fa, good mileage, priced
right 753-4978

Mowing & Trimming

Call 759-1449
RH. Nesbitt Construction
Masonry
Backhoe Service
Concrete
Laser Leveling
Certified Septic Installer Complete Foundations
Boxblade Work
Backhoe Trucking
Free Estimates
502-492-8516 imicA
Pager 762-7221 °

BIO/herd,

Tree Tnmrnong
Tree Remova,
Free Estimates
Landscaping
24 Hour Service
Tree Service cl884 Servce
Yard Mcww1g
Light Haiiiing, Etc.
Hedge Trimming
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed 8 Insured

Painting S Drywall Finishing
•Interior - Exterior
•Commercial - Residential
•Large & Small We Do It All
•Personal Supervision of Quality Work

Ralph Worley 8 Sons
Family Owned
Over 35 Years Combined Experience

Ralph Worley Sr. Ralph Worley Jr.
436-2034
436-5625

L & L LAWN SERVICE

When the weeds make you sneeze,L& L
LAWN SERVICE is at your needs!
Guaranteed Professional Work Done
Free Estimates

753-6289

WINDOWS

1990 PONTIAC Grand Am,
blue & silver, loaded, quad
4, alum wheels, 1 owner
garage kept $6250
753-4678

Replacement or
New Construction

1990 TOYOTA CAMRY
DX, 4dr 759-9744
1991 CHEVY van Astro
EXT. gray, 6cyl, auto, dual
air, dash heat, loaded, 1
owner, 124,XXX miles,
asking
$8 90 .
502-376-5178

BRAND NEW AND ALMOST READY FOR OCCUPANCY' Brick exrenor 1994 COUGAR XR7, V-8,
with 3br, 3 bath, a formal loaded, $16,500 obo
dining room plus a break- 489-2343.
fast room with bay window,
a great room with cathedral,
,
ceding, and stairs to floored'
attic storage Loaded with
Void
extras including whirlpool
1993
PLYMOUTH
Voyager
tub 1905 Larkspur Drive,
SE.7 passengers, V-6, garCampbell Estates
age kept, 1 owner, 18,XXX
759-4586
miles, excellent condition
FOR Investors, 2812 sq. It. 753-6176 after 5pm
new duplex, Fall Brook
Sub Rental income 1985 CHEVY Silvered°
$1100/mo, Price $1 23.000 short bed, loaded
100,000+ miles. runs good
492-8516 or 762-7221-,C
Cat 743 4951 after 5pm

Ragsdale Siding
9 Windows
436-2875

11111

CUSTOS. KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
400

SUNRURY

165.6
N

COUNTERTOPS CUSIOETI
Homes trailers, offices
Wultts Recovery, Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
pled installation and set
vice Call Gary at
759-4754

MURRAY (Rotund Runny WIWI
7S3
Aliftt

*
Four Star
Mobile Moms
Parts & Service
Porches 5 docks avaiaDie

*

riorrimal red
Saw fed cooing
Whill mot coahng
E whom w.yi wowierp.nne.9
Webers War ranty
Rak underpmung
Doors WariCioas. mow
s.dmg. loot rims
Mow lumace
Si, coo:Mom%

MURRAY Fencing Free
estimates Owned & operated by take Farley. Route
Ky
Murray,
8,
502-753-9785

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761.

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory toned by 3 map(
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 33. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

k4CGEHEE'S painting 8
decorating. Do it right the
first
Call
time
1-800 372 5345, Henry
County 901-247-5345

CUSTOM tilling & small
bush hogging. 489-2995

080 Lawncare. 489-2296.

ALL types of hot water
pressure washing houses
concrete equipment etc
Cali Murray Pressure wash
at 492-8568

MARC'S lawn sari/ice.
7534226, 753-4168.

MOODY'S mower repair,
pick-up and delivery
753-5668

DAVID'S cleaning services We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R V 759-4734

ALL home ropers sheet
rock finishing & mews
sprayed Over 30yrs exper
wince Small pais welcome
Licensed & insured
474-8377

Phone (502) 492-11486
* Hwy. 641 N. Haul *

CUSTOM decorative iron
gates fences, patio furniture, fabricated and installed Many patterns and
styles to choose from Call
492-8568

JUMP in to spring with a
breeze! For all your lawn
care needs, landscaping,
mulching, shrubby work,
aerating, fertilizing, seeding, hauling. gutter cleaning Call 753-9048 after
5pm

Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates

1990 FORD Festiva am tm
stereo, a/c, 5 speed trans
new tires, $2,000 obo
753-7701

COOKSEY'S Plumbing
service 436-2667

G & L Lawn Service, lawn
care & landscaping
753-1934 day, 753-5847
night

1989/, FORD Escort 2dr
air, good condition 75 XXX
miles 753 6771, $3500

753-5561

C. LYKINS Concrete finishing. Jobe big or small
or
5 0 2 24 7 3 4 5 1
559-0285

FOR your home, replacement windows, Alcoa vinyl
siding & trim, Bill Speed
492-8103

Service

411;A

ANTIQUE rehrashing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Shots/

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

1989 TAURUS LX loaded
88 XXX miles $4000
759 1818

BEST buy in Canterbury: 4
or 5br 3 bath brick, split
level, double garage, large
covered deck, $120,000
753-5703 (owner).

1985 CHEVROLET tuli
size 753-2260

Quaky serice

470

1989 PONTIAC Grand Am
mile 101 XXX $3,000 Call
762-4384

38R 2 bath brick with large
yard, between Murray and
Mayli•ld, $67,000
489-2296.

1985 4x4 CHEVROLET
pick-up truck, Silvered°
package. dual gas tanks
short wheel base one
owner, 69,XXX miles
$4500 Call 753 6491

1985 FORD F150 XLT Lar
FRIENDLY light & airy, 2 at, long bed V-8, automa
story bock country home, to, loaded, extra sharp &
great for growing family dean, well kept & original
The children will love tie Cal 753-0156
upstairs bedrooms & base1989 GMC stepside
ment roc room, morn will
loaded, new white letter
love the new decor & super
Ores, $8500. 753-7975.
kitchen, dad will love the
large garage & easy 1989 SILVERADO 4x4,
monthly payments, $70'6, stepside, 77,XXX miles,
Just now on the market. asking $11,500 -obo
Contact Kopperud Realty, 759-1856.
753-1222 MLS, 3000276
1989 TOYOTA Land
KIRKSEY area, neat 3br 2 cruser, p/w, old. a/c, OIL
bath with out building and 3 rear heat, cassette, CD,
car garage. Just reduced to brush guard, 67,XXX
$69,900. New roof & siding
Murray, $13,250
Call Grey's iroperties 753-3113, 753-7000
759-2001.
1993 BRAVADO loaded
NEW 3br homes, 3 to 21,XXX miles, $21,000
choose from. Located in 1986 1-Roc, low mileage,
subdivisions 1 mile from $5200 1990 GSXR 750
university AI under ground $4,200 759-2557
utilities, gas central a/h
Built in kik:hens, electric
510
garage door opener Financing available for qualiCampers
fied buyers- up to 95%,
pnced 70's & 80's. Call 32 FOOT Holiday camper
753-3672 after 5pm.
$3500 Serious Inquires
b
NEW affordable homes, only 502-7594414

New 3 BR-2 Bath
$67,500
Inside City
MAKE offer on brick
smaller home 2BR 1 bath
with shed Great for investor or lust starting out,
$31,900 Call Grey's Properbes 759-2001.

1983 FORD F150 $2030
436-2758

MULCH, delivered Murray
area. 436-5560.

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Sepbc system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664.
BACKHOE Service complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Con
struction Phone 492 8516
pager 762-7221

NEED construction work
done? If so, call 753-7814
ask for Brad

BOB'S Plumbing Service
Isulation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832

PAINTING interior, drop
ceilings installed, dry wall
hung, privacy and other
wood fencing, other services availble Call now for
estimate
free
502-474-2019 ask for
Steve.

BRYON'S lawn service
Free estimates 759-1522
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-466.4.

PAINTING int , ext. Spring
specials_ All types of home
repair, free estimates. Call
anytime 436-5032.

CARROLL'S garden tiling,
grader blade work, bush
hogging lots, free estimates. 502-492-8622

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255.

CHILI Chlm Chimney
RIDA'S Machine Quilting, Sweeps has 10% senior
chiose of patterns. Phone citizen discounts We sell
502-759-2479, Murray, Ky. chimney caps and screens
ROCKY Colson home re- 435-4191.
pair, plumbing, roofing, siding & additions. All type
home & mobile home repair Free estimates
474-2307.

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433.

SENIOR Citizen services
ROTO Tilling; gardens, call 753-4778 Auto phone
landscapes. Experienced, takes your number.
responsible_ 753-0611 afTREE trimming, carpentry.
LAWN mowing and trim- ter 530pm.
gutter cleaning. Clean out
ming in Murray area, free SUMMERTIME
lawn care sheds, attics Free estiestimates. 753-6520 or Mowing & trimming, leaf &
mates. Paul Lamb
435-4588.
grass pick-up, shrub & tree
436-2269, 436-2102.
&
seeding
trimming,
fertilizLEE'S Carpet Cleaning
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
carpets, upholstery, free ing, tree estimates
Service Center, cleaning492-8384.
estimates 753-5827
servicing $15, most repairs
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning SUREWAY Tree & Stump $35. Free estimates Route
houses, mobile homes, Removal. Insured with full 1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
brick & vinyl, buildings, line of equipment Free es- Mon.-Fn.; 753-0530.
R V 's, sidewalks, free esti- timates. Day or night,
753-5484
mates (502)753-6490
coo
Frei
LICENSED for electric and THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
Coition
gas 753-7203
of colors. Licensed, in.
TIDYLAWN & yard service. sured. Estimate available. FREE puppies to good
home, half Cocker Spaniel,
Complete lawn & yard 759-4690.
cleaning & care tree trim- SEWING machine repair. half Chow 753-8609
ming, light hauling, free esKenneth Barnhill, FREE puppies, part Chow,
timates, 474-8570.
7wks old. 489-2982.
753-2674 Stella, KY
LAMB Brothers Tree Service 502-436-5744

HOROSCOPES
THURSDAY,MARCH 16,1995
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Lone-sought career goals move
within reach. Buckle down to work
and 1995 will be a banner year for
family life. Help is available if you
really need it. Otherwise, paddle
your own canoe. Travel plays a key
role in romance. You could decide
to make a major change in your
lifestyle. Offspring will dominate
your thoughts when 1996 rolls
around. Seize an opportunity to
make up for lost time.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Kate Nelligan. actor Erik Estrada,"Love Connection" host Chuck Woolery,
golfer Hollis Stacy.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Your workload may be heavier than
usual. Postpone making long-term
financial decisions until you have
thought things through. Someone
will go out of her way to please'you.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Learn to act independently: you will
not be disappointed. A career gamble pays off handsomely. Secret
transactions enjoy highly favorable
influences. Lunch with those who
share your interests.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Important social contacts can
change your life. Friends with business know-how help you market a
bright idea. Writing plays a prominent role in your day-to-day activities. Poetry spices up your love life.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Others may not be as cooperative or
dependable as you hoped. If that is
the case, tackle a tough job by yourself. Your resourceful manner quiets
any Ics. ,
(Jul); 23-Aug. 22): WelL
come rews regarding your finances
or job makes this a great day. Plan
ahead With confidence. A midweek
break could prove very rewarding.
Lunch with that special person.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
and your mate are on the same
wavelength where joint funds are
concerned. Put your heads together
and make some budget revisions. At
work, heed an insider's tips. Personnel changes are in the wind.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
initiative and optimism draw admirers like a magnet. Relying on a
friend for financial advice may not
be in your best interest. Relax with
your family tonight.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Roll up your sleeves and get to
work! Opportunities abound to
make a name for yourself. Those in
power Will reward the go-getters.
Complete one major project before
starting a new one.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Taking direct action will produce excellent results. The end of a
long-term conflict is in sight. Recent
research begins to pay off. Wonderful bargains abound for shoppers.
Do not be a loner tonight; socialize.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Watch your words and temper.
Rumors are unreliable; acting on
them could lead you astray. Give
credit to family members who have
made sacrifices for their loved ones.
Humor helps you handle a tense
moment.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Friends you counted on could let
you down. The tricky issue you face
now can be best solved alone. Keep
entertainment costs within reasonable limits. A potluck dinner is an
inexpensive but surefire pleaser!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Your business plans enjoy highly
favorable influences. Reach out to
an individual who once worked with
you. Something terrific awaits your
discovery. Quietly observe people
and events; you will soon find the
silver lining.

TODAY'S CHILDREN need lots of praise and affeCtion. Talented but
somewhat shy, these youngsters are sometimes outshined by outgoing siblings or peers. Not to worry; as these Pisces mature.4they will learn to make
the most of their moments in the spotlight. Although these children occasionally lose their temper, their fury is usually short-lived. They find it
airno4t impossible to hold a grudge. A cweer in medicine or law is apt ID
hold great appeal for these studious and responsible Pisces.
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15, 1995

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT What can you tell
rue about POTS - - postural orthostat
le tachycardia syndrome? Information
on the cause and treatment would be
greatly appreciated
DEAR READER: Sometimes. in the
presence of heart disease or drug
theiapy for cardiovascular ailments.
people experience a sudden drop in
blood pressure when they quickly sit
up or stand. This causes weakness.
lightheadedness or fainting. associat
ed with tachycardia Irapid pulse. as
the heart tries to compensate by
pumping more blood to the brain
against gravity).
The causes of this svndromeLare
legion. but the end result is the same
postural 0orthostatic) low blood pres
sure with compensatory tachycardia
that is far more pronounced than
the usual lightheadedness we all may
occasionally experience upon rapid
standing
In patients taking medicine to
reduce blood pressure. the syndrome
can be prevented by a simple reduction in the dose of the drug, under
medical supervision.

For those who are not medicated.
the therapy' is somewhat more tricky.
and complicated Regular exercise
will help by toning up the cardimaseu
lar system 'POTS is much more lie
quent in sedentary individuals and is
commum people who have been 11111
fined lobed
Also, doctors may encourage more
dietary salt to increase blood volume
and blood pressure 0 Finally. elastic
support stockings. which prevent
pooling of blood in the lower extremities. may stabilize the circulation so
that faintness and tachycardia don't
occur
In my opinion, patients with POTS
should be examined by cardiologists
and may need special cardiac testing.
such as stress tests
To give you more information. I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports "Hypertension" and
"Understanding Heart Disease "
Other readers who would like copies
should send $2 for each report plus a
long, self addressed. stamped enve
lope to P.O. Box 2433. New York. NY
1016:1 He sure to mention the titleisl.
DEAR DR.(;OTT : Is it possible to
catch bad breath? Out of loneliness. I

began a relationship with a horrible
older woman whose teeth were loose
and whose breath was unbelievably.
foul I kissed her often. Now I find my
own breath stinks in the same way
hers did No kidding. Is it possible she
had some unique bacteria that she
passed on to me'
DEAR READER. Absolutely Most
cases of halitosis ibad breath) are
caused by bacterial action on food
particles that are caught between the
teeth. It is entirely possible that your
former partner transmitted large
numbers of bacteria to your mouth
during your intimacy.
See a dentist to discover if you have
1 0 a dental abscess that is unrelated
to your past fling. 2.) signs of pyorrhea
eirench mouth." a common infectious
mouth disorder>. or 3.) a problem with
between your own
food particles
._
teeth
Your problem might be solved by a
course of antibiotics, coupled with
renewed attention to dental hygiene
The dentist can advise you.
1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

BLONDIE
FINALLY' DO YOU
REALIZE WHAT TIME IT
IS'?' WHAT TOOK YOU
SO LONG!'

kEY, C"MON , YOL: NEED
TO BE MORE

UNDERSTANDING

IT

JO,, 70N 'r SEE
ME ACTING
LIKE THAT
WHEN I'M IN <
YOUR
/ SHOES

YOU
WHAT
00 siOU
MEAN!

Billy G. Roberts of Murray
its present form after this year
Need Line celebrated its first will take his internship at Santa
anniversary of operation at a Barbara Hospital, Calif., after his
board meeting at Thoroughbred graduation this semester from
Lounge at Murray State Universi- University of Kentucky Medical
ty. Euple Ward, director, was School.
Rue Beale of Murray State
presented a gift of appreciation
College faculty talked about
from the board.
Dr. James T. Thompson, chair- "Seeding of Annuals and Cutman of Agriculture Department tings" at a meeting of Garden
of Murray State University, spoke Department of Murray Woman's
at the annual dinner of the four Club.
Forty years ago
Adult Farmer Classes, taught by
Local telephone service is
W.H. Brooks, held at Seven Seas.
In Fourth District High School crippled by the walkout of local
Basketball Tournament, Calloway telephone operators who are parCounty Lakers beat Murray ticipating in a southwide strike
Tigers. High scorers were James against Southern Bell Telephone
Wells for Calloway and Bob Wil- Company.
Capt. Garnet D. Page, son of
der for Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley G. Page of
Thirty years ago
Marine Lance Cpl. Thomas 0. Murray, is serving with 502nd
Young, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tru- Fighter Squadron at Spangdahlem
man 0. Young, is stationed at Air Base, Germany.
Waylon Rayburn and E. Leon
Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry
of Murray will attend the
Collie
Point, N.C.
Joe Overby, son of Mr. and Kentucky convention of WoodMrs. Rue Overby, opened his men of the World at Louisville
Senior Art Exhibit on March 14 March 20-22.
Mrs. J.D. Wall presented a lesat Kappa Pi Art fraternity room
in lounge of Fine Arts Building at son on "Buying and Caring for
Shoes and Bags" at a meeting of
Murray State College.
East Side Homemakers Club held
at the home of Mrs. Wayne
Wilson.
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 15, the 74th day of 1995. There are
DEAR ABBY
291 days left in the year. This is "Buzzard Day" in Hinckley, Ohio.
DEAR ABBY: About small chilToday's Highlight in History:
dren who misbehave in public
On March 15, 44 B.C., Roman Emperor Julius Caesar was assassiplaces: Several years ago, I witnated by a group of nobles that included Brutus and Cassius.
nessed this scene in a large superOn this date:
market in Iowa. A mother (in her
Ten years ago: The United States Catholic Conference, representing
was at the checkout counter
20s1
Congress,
of
members
all
285 Roman Catholic bishops, sent letters to
with a child who appeared to be
urging them to oppose funding for the MX missile.
about 4 years old. The woman was
Five years ago: The Israeli government of Prime Minister Yitzhak
obviously pregnant, and was being
hassled by her little boy who was
Shamir lost a vote of confidence in the Knesset after Shamir refused
nagging for a candy bar. After she
to accept a U.S. plan for Israeli-Palestinian peace talks. Iraq executed
refused him several times, the little
London-based journalist Farzad Bazoft, whom it accused of spying.
boy hauled off and hit her in the
One year ago: Ilinois Congressman Dan Rostenkowski, chairman of
with his fist!
stomach
Democratic
the House Ways and Means Committee, defeated four
Then she said,"Well, all right." I
re-election.
for
bid
his
primary challengers in
couldn't believe my eyes when she.
actually bought that little brat a
candy bar!
I had trouble containing myself,
tract was in great jeopardy. South
but I turned to her and asked,"How
North dealer.
therefore took steps to deal with
old is your son?"
Both sides vulnerable.
that possibility.
NORTH
"He's 4," she answered. I couldn't
He won the club with the king,
•AKJ4
help myself; I said,"Well, if he were
drew three rounds of trumps, then
V 97 2
mine, he would never see 5."
cashed the ace of diamonds and
She glared at me as if I were
• A5
ruffed a diamond. Next he played
some kind of monster, paid for the
.4 AK 72
the ace and another heart.
candy bar and the rest of her gro!
EAST
WEST
East won the heart with the jack
ceries, apd huffed out the door.
3
4962
Perhaps I'm more sensitive to
and continued with the queen, but
V QJ4
11,K 1065
poor public behavior in children
•Q 1096 2 by now the defense was helpless. If
•K J 8 4 3
because of the way my daughter and
East retained the lead with the
4 Q J 98
+4
son-in-law handle their four children
queen, he would have to return a
SOUTH
at family gatherings at public restaudiamond, permitting South to dis•Q 10 8 7 5
rants. The children are usually very
card a club while ruffing in dummy,
V A 83
well-behaved, but on those rare occaor else lead a club from the Q-J-9,
•7
sions when they misbehave, they are
enabling South to score a trick with
+10653
taken out of the area, given a little
the ten sooner or later regardless of
The bidding:
"applied" psychology and returned to
which club East returned.
South West
North East
the gathering. It may take two or
Alternatively, if West overtook
Pass
14
Pass
1+
three minutes until the pout turns to
king,
the
with
East's queen of hearts
44
a Smile, but it does turn!
he would be forced to concede a ruff
Opening lead — four of clubs.
My hat is off to them and to all
and discard immediately. Note that
of youngsters who know
parents
exDeclarers who rely solely on per- the outcome would have been
how to apply psychology. Please use
centages often find not only their actly the same if West, rather than
my name.
expectancies shattered but also no East, had started with four clubs
DICK JOHNSON,
hope for recovery. The more proper originally.
FALLS, MONT.
GREAT
The key to the winning line of
approach to good dummy play is to
elimiin
foresight
South's
was
play
everydo
and
breaks
anticipate bad
DEAR DICK: You saw a parthing possible in advance to over- natincall the diamonds and hearts
in the checkout line who
ent
from both hands in order to force the
come them.
had not only allowed her child
a
yield
or
club
a
lead
to
defenders
West
where
deal
Consider this
to get away with inappropriate
led a club against four spades. De- ruffand discard atthe tail end ofthe
behavior, but rewarded it — a
clarer saw atonce thatifthe missing play. Had the clubs been divided 3mistake that will compound as
clubs were divided 3-2,he would lose 2 all along, South's method of play
her son grows larger but not
exerneedless
a
would have proved
at most two hearts and a club.
more civilized.
But if the clubs were divided 4-1 cise, but a good declarer should alChildren do not learn good
— a possibility made more likely by ways be willing to expend a little
manners and acceptable behavat
is
contract
when
the
West's lead of a club even though extra energy
ior by magic or osmosis. These
North had bid that suit — the con- stake.
traits must be taught, and the
lessons must be constantly reinforced. It takes patience and
consistency, as well as love, to
assn.
ACROSS
be an effective parent.
42 In favor of
Children need to know exactly
Answer to Previous Puzzle
44 Lukewarm
1 Middle East
what is expected from them,
46 Fable's kin
org. •
GRAS MI AS COM
and this includes the difference
48 Adherent of
4 Reside
AMMO EL A
EYRE
(stiff.)
between right and wrong, and
9 Depressed
50 Curds'
BR CID
that unacceptable actions result
12 Dawn
EERIER
companion
goddess
in certain consequences — and
THINE
SLIT
51 — — fault
13 Fertile spot
then the parents must follow
I L
BRIMLESS
(overmuch)
in desert
through.
YEA
53 Ardent
ERK
AERIE
14 Utilize
55 Collects toll
15 Large snake
SL CRY ONO Sc
* * *
58 Pompous
17 Philadelphia
YET OPINE
EYE
show
TD SAMBONES
61 Animal's foot
19 Noblemen
DEAR ABBY: I didn't see the col62 Having flaps
21 Small child
THYME RIBS
umn that referred to "Veni, Vidi,
for hearing
22 A Barrymore
Visa" translated to "We came, we
RUM TM SY S kilE al
64 Sun. talk
24 In music,
saw, we shopped," and to which a
EGO TOMIg URGE
65 Give.— —
high
reader objected, so maybe I missed
whirl
MAGS
AMOR
KEN
26 Raised
something.
66 Alamodome
29 Betimes
3-15C 1995 United Feature Syndicate
team
I, too, am a long-ago Latin schol31 — Kippur
67 Urge on
33 Affirmative
ar (1936-1940), but I looked on it as
mother
5 "A Fish
vote
a rather clever play on words.
11 —Moines
Called -DOWN
34 Baseball
16 Cries out
Maybe your reader objected to
6 Is (Sp.)
leag.
18 Sailor (sl.)
7 Prevaricate
the use of plural rather than singu1 Vigor
35 — apart
20 Crafty
8 Future LL.Bs.'
lar in the translation, but I think
2 Actress
(reserve)
22 Jeans
exam
that's splitting hairs.
Myrna —
37 — sequitur
material
9 Fiery
3 Groom
In a similar vein: Several months
39 Road (abbr.)
Revive
23
Gynt's
Peer
10
4 Entrance
40 Workers'
ago, a young man held a seminar
25 2,000 lbs.
• here in the Twin Cities for several
27 Weird
11
28 Danielle Steel hundred post office employees from
PM
ill
"
5
4
MIill
1
book
all over the United States. The pur30 Opposite of
pose was to instruct them in how to
'
ill
lill
nope
use
videotape for training employees.
32 Witticism
When it was over, as mementos,
III
17
lil
lill
36 Three (pref )
he provided T-shirts with the leg38 More recent
end "Veni, Vidi, Video" — "I came, I
ill
41 Canadian
capital
saw, I got it on tape."
43 Gravel ridge
I thought that was a clever play
45 Group of
on words, too.
words
R.F. GOTTSACKER,
47 Ad —
EDINA, MINN.
49 Candle
II
34
52 The
DEAR R.F. GOTTSACKER:
sweetsop
My "cute" play on "WEIL Vidi,
54 Roams idly
55 Slender finial
Vici" somehow got mangled —
56 Indian memo- as did the correction, which
rial post
should have read: "You were
57 Undermine
not the first to spot my error;
59 13 A or Ph D
the first was William B. Gleewon
60 Unit of
of Minneapolis."
energy
63 Unch ID
Tea years ago
Jackson Purchase Arts &
Crafts Festival will be June 15-16
at West Kentucky Exposition
Center. This is being sponsored
by Business for Arts Committee
of Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce.
Dr. Rob Williams, president of
Community Improvement Volunteers, spoke at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club. He discussed
the beautification of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason McKeel
were married 50 years Jan. 8.
Hank Brannon, an Irish tenor,
will present a concert at Calloway County Public Library on
March 17. He will accompany
himself on the Irish harp.
Marshall County High School
Girls Basketball Team beat Fort
Thomas Highlands at its first
game in Kentucky High School
Girls Basketball Tournament at
Bowling Green.
Twenty years ago
A recommendation has been
received by Dr. Constantine Curris, president of Murray State
University, that the Murray University School be discontinued in

TODAY IN HISTORY

MAILMEN HAVE
MAILMEN,TOO
le KNOW

(t.-r

CALVIN and HOBBES

CONTR4P BRIDGE

CATHY
IT'S CLASSIC. WHEA A
LOORIFIN FEELS AN EMOTIONAL]
VOID, SHE GOES LOOKING FOR
somE NEW OUTFIT TO FILL IT.
II

I WILL NOT STAND 84 AND
WATCH 40U THROW MONEY
AWAY ON CLOTHES INSTEAD
OF FACING YOUR RECENT REL/MONSHIP BLUNDER AND
I NEED) TO OPEN YOUR HEART
TO SOMEONE ELSE!!

"60Db NOW
YOU NEED
SOME NEW
currms.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
THis ISTHE- MoST MiN/
we've HIV IN %/EARS
TBE_RiVert is ALREADY
rAsT- rrs BANKS!

,7

CROSSWORDS

GARFrELD

MALLARD FILLMORE
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